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Consultation Statement – Little Baddow Neighbourhood Plan 

1. Introduction 
1.1. This Consultation Statement supports the Neighbourhood Plan Submission in accordance with Regulation 15 of the Neighbourhood Planning 

(General) Regulations 2012.  It includes: 

• Details of the people and bodies who were consulted about the proposed Neighbourhood Plan, and 

• An explanation of how they were consulted, and 

• A summary of the main issues and concerns raised, and 

• How these issues and concerns have been considered and, where relevant, addressed in the proposed Neighbourhood Plan. 

1.2. This Consultation Statement summarises all the statutory and non-statutory consultation that has been undertaken with the community and other 

relevant statutory bodies and stakeholders in developing the Little Baddow Neighbourhood Plan.  It describes how concerns have been addressed 

and the changes that have been made to the final Plan resulting from the pre-submission consultation. 

2. Aim of the consultation 
2.1. The aim of the consultation has been to ensure a wide understanding of the reasons for and content of the Neighbourhood Plan. 

3. Background information to the consultation on the Neighbourhood Plan  

Initial Public Meeting 
3.1.1. At a Parish Council meeting in November 2016, it was agreed that Little Baddow Parish was an appropriate area for the development of a 

Neighbourhood Plan.   

Neighbourhood Plan Steering Committee 
3.1.2. Responsibility for the development of the plan was delegated to a Steering Committee consisting of members of the community and parish 

councillors. 

3.1.3. Although the composition of the Steering Committee has varied over the years it has always included a consistent core group of residents to 

ensure that the interests of the community were adequately represented.   

3.1.4. Steering Committee meetings have been advertised in advance and open to public attendance with notes of meetings published on the 

website.  During the pandemic meetings continued virtually with an option for members of the public to join if they wished. 
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Members of the Steering Committee have met with the Neighbourhood Planning groups of neighbouring parishes including Danbury, 

Boreham, Sandon and Wickham Bishops to share information and learning. 

Themed working groups 
3.1.5. The Steering Group agreed thematic working groups to research evidence and produce initial draft policies.  These were: 

• Housing, Land Use and Planning  

• Natural Environment  

• Transport  

• Economy, employment, and infrastructure  

• Community Facilities  

• Heritage 

Evidence Base 
An evidence base which has informed the development of the Neighbourhood Plan has been available as part of the consultation.  This is listed at Appendix 

3 

4. Public engagement activities 
4.1.1. The content of Neighbourhood Plan was based on the outputs of a series of initial engagement activities with the local community, 

businesses, and children & young people and included a parish survey.  This enabled development of the Vision, Aims & Objectives and an 

initial set of draft policies which were tested and refined following feedback from further community events.  The Steering Committee 

received feedback at each stage from Chelmsford City Council and support from the Rural Community Council of Essex.  Details of the public 

engagement events are summarised in the following table. 

 

Date Activity/Event Feedback/outcome 

From March 
2017 

A Parish Newsletter ‘Little Baddow News’, is the primary source of 
all information for the village and is delivered to 479 out of 656 
households.  This has been used to provide monthly updates and 
contact information on the Neighbourhood Plan.  Articles 
advertising engagement events have also been included in the 
Danbury Journal, another local publication, and events and 
information were shared on a community Facebook channel 
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Date Activity/Event Feedback/outcome 

From July 
2017 

A dedicated website, www.littlebaddowplan.org.uk 
Has been kept regularly updated with progress, notes of all 
meetings, a link to an informational video, key documents and 
contact details. 
 

www.littlebaddowplan.org.uk 

Annually from 
May 2017 

A progress report has been included in the Annual Newsletter 
produced by the Parish Council and delivered to every household 
in the village 
 

 

Annually from 
March 2018 

A ‘market stall’ has been included at each annual Parish Assembly 
(apart from during the pandemic) to share progress, seek feedback 
and to promote the Regulation 14 consultation.  
 

In 2019 this included a survey on the importance of views in and 
around Little Baddow which concluded that it is the presence of views 
generally that is valid, rather than that only a small number of the 
available views are dominating the perception.  The report is included 
at Appendix 1f 
 

June 2017 A professionally produced film was made by a local volunteer to 
provide information about the merit of producing a 
Neighbourhood Plan for the village.  This has been shown at 
various village events and is available on the website.  
 

Link to the Little Baddow Neighbourhood Plan video 

October 2017 Presentation about the Neighbourhood Plan to various village 
groups and organisations including the WI – the largest active 
group in the village, and to the Little Baddow Film Night, the most 
well attended single event that is held in the village. 
 

Plans were well received with several offers of help including the WI 
volunteered to cater for any future Neighbourhood Plan events. 
 
The list of village clubs and societies engaged with can be found at 
Appendix 1e 
 

http://www.littlebaddowplan.org.uk/
http://www.littlebaddowplan.org.uk/
https://youtu.be/ug9dylFrUFs
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Date Activity/Event Feedback/outcome 

October 2017 Leaflets were delivered to all 656 dwellings in the parish and also 
left in key locations in the village to advertise the community 
engagement event as well as providing an opportunity for 
residents to share their views on: 
 
What do you like most about Little Baddow? 
What do you like least about Little Baddow? 
What changes would most improve Little Baddow? 
 
 

There were 19 responses to the 
leaflet.  Although this was a small 
response it was designed to feed into 
the community engagement event. 
 

Of these people most liked the rurality 
and countryside (11), footpaths and 
walks (7), community (7) and open 
spaces (4).  People least liked speeding 
in the village (8), poor public transport 
(5), no shop (5) and small houses 
made big/not enough (4) 
 

The report can be found at Appendix 
1a 

 

October 2017 Children and young people were 
engaged through a presentation at each 
local primary and secondary school.  A 
painting competition of sites in the village 
attracted numerous entries and was 
exhibited at the community engagement 
event. 

Children’s input - at the community engagement event children were 
given ‘happy’ and ‘sad’ stickers to apply to photos of the village with 
recreation, play areas and animals attracting the most interest, and 
very few sad stickers. 
 

October 2017 A community engagement event attended by 204 people (165 
residents aged 16+, 37 residents aged <16, and 2 non-residents) 
This included: 
 a photographic display of locations in Little Baddow grouped into 
housing; public buildings and business premises; transport; utilities 
and services; roads, footpaths, and signs; recreation; and natural 

Protecting the environment, woodlands, open spaces, views, and 
rurality of the village is of the highest importance to residents. 
There is a strong sense of community and the residents of Little 
Baddow value the village character and way of life. 
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Date Activity/Event Feedback/outcome 

environment.  Visitors were invited to respond with coloured 
stickers indicating approval/disapproval.    
Notebooks were provided where visitors could add comments of 
any nature.  

The impact of traffic volumes and 
speed as well as on-road parking are 
key concerns, especially for the safety 
of pedestrians, cyclists, and horse-
riders. 
Any new housing development should 
be small in scale and within the 
defined settlement so that Little 

Baddow remains a small, rural parish separate from its neighbours. 
Any development should reflect the existing character and qualities of 
the village maintaining a range of housing sizes to meet all needs, 
especially those requiring smaller houses. 
 
Outputs from the community event were used to help shape the 
questions asked in the parish survey. 
 
The full report of the engagement event can be found at Appendix 1b 
 

March 2018 A parish survey was delivered to all 656 dwellings in the parish to 
which 252 (38%) responses were received. 
 
The survey was developed from several inputs. Key among these 
were –  
The Community Engagement Event in October 2017 
The Rural Community Profile of Little Baddow, provided by the 
Rural Community Council of Essex.  
Input and feedback received from Chelmsford City Council 
Planning Department.  
The adopted Village Design Statement of Little Baddow, much of 
which was itself based on similar events and surveys at the time of 
its drafting. 

The key findings were: 
There is no known housing need in Little Baddow and 84% of those 
who responded felt there is about the right amount or too much 
housing in the village.  (Addressed at LBNP04).   
If there had to be any more housing 92% would like to see this limited 
to very small- scale development (4 houses or less) of smaller homes 
as there is a perception that extensions to existing dwellings is 
eroding the smaller housing stock.  (Addressed at LBNP04).   
 
Based on the outputs from the Community Engagement Event and 
Parish Survey which highlighted that residents feel there is enough 
housing in the village, and because there is no housing allocation for 
Little Baddow in the Local Plan, the Steering Committee decided that 
it would not bring forward sites for development.   
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Date Activity/Event Feedback/outcome 

Woodlands, open spaces, and views were the 3 most important things 
about the village to preserve (LBNP02) 
Parking at Paper Mill Lock is seen as a real problem (Addressed at 
LBNP03) 
 
The full report of the parish survey can be found at Appendix 1c. 
 

July 2018 A presentation on an early draft of the vision, aims and objectives 
and the findings of the parish survey was shared at the Parish 
Assembly attended by approximately 60 people. 
 

This was well received with some minor amendments to wording 
resulting from feedback.  

October 2018 Business Survey - a survey was sent to all known businesses in the 
parish - a total of 33.  It included questions about the number of 
employees, where employees live, how they travel to work, and 
key issues to address.  
 

The result indicated that broadband and public transport were key 
issues for local businesses.  Policy LBNP08 references this. 
It also revealed that most employees either live in the village or within 
5 miles of it, and mainly travel to work by car. 
 
The Business Survey report can be found at Appendix 1d 
 

25th November 
2019 

A Community drop-in at the memorial Hall enabled engagement 
on the vision and aims, together with an initial set of draft policy 
statements.   
 
The opportunity to feedback was also promoted via the website, 
Parish Newsletter, film night and be leaving copies of the response 
form at locations in the village. 
 

Discussions with members of the public as well as feedback from the 9 
forms received resulted in amendments to the wording of the draft 
objectives and policies. 
 

 

5. Strategic Environmental Assessment/Habitats Regulations Assessment 
5.1. The Little Baddow Neighbourhood Plan Steering Committee requested that Chelmsford City Council screen the Neighbourhood Plan for Strategic 

Environmental Assessment and Habitat Regulations Assessment on 14th June 2022. 
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5.2. The Environment Agency, Natural England and Historic England were consulted as part of the screening process.  The screening opinion concluded 

that an SEA and HRA is not required for the Neighbourhood Plan. 

 

6. Pre-submission consultation (Regulation 14) Community engagement 
6.1. The pre-submission consultation on the draft plan proposal was held between 1st October 2022 and 12th November 2022.  The Plan was available 

to view on our website and hard copies were available to view at the Memorial Hall, Little Baddow during the six-week consultation period.  The 

documents were available to download from the websites of Chelmsford City Council and the Little Baddow Neighbourhood Plan during the 

consultation period. 

6.2. The consultation was advertised to residents by a leaflet to all 656 households in Little Baddow.  This promoted a series of drop-in events at the 

Memorial Hall, as well as inviting feedback either via an online form, or by downloading and returning it by email or as hard copy to the Parish 

Office.  Other comments (without completing the form) were also welcomed either via email, by post or by speaking to members of the Steering 

Committee at the drop-in events.  The Consultation Survey and Feedback Form can be viewed at Appendix 2c. 

6.3. Direct approaches were made to all statutory consultees – the full list is included at Appendix 2d and the list of community organisations consulted 

at Appendix 2e 

6.4. Respondents were invited to indicate their agreement or otherwise to individual proposed policies, and to contribute any other comments. 

7. Pre-submission consultation – community engagement results 
7.1. A full report of the consultation is included at Appendix 2a 

7.2. The 3 drop-in events were attended by a total of 74 members of the public. 

7.3. Over 50 formal responses were received via the feedback survey form, of which 31 were from residents of Little Baddow Parish.  The overall 

feedback was overwhelmingly supportive of the Plan as drafted, and only limited further work/changes to the draft were considered necessary.   

 

Support for the 14 draft Policies was overwhelming – 

LBNP 
Policy 

01 02 03a 03b 03c 03d 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 

               

Strongly Agree 
 

25 27 23 24 24 25 26 23 26 25 23 26 26 25 

Agree 4 3 6 5 6 6 3 3 4 4 5 2 2 4 
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“Neither”, or blank 
 

1 1 2 2 1 0 2 4 0 1 2 1 3 2 

Disagree 
 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Strongly Disagree 
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 2 0 0 

 

7.4. One respondent accounted for all “Strongly disagree” responses except one, meaning that only 3 respondents in total (< 10%) expressed any form 

of disagreement with any Policy. 

7.5. A summary of all comments and the response of the Steering Committee can be found at Appendix 2b 

 

8. Final draft Neighbourhood Plan 
8.1. The Little Baddow Neighbourhood Plan Steering Committee has amended the draft Little Baddow Neighbourhood Plan from comments received 

during the pre-submission consultation from statutory organisations, businesses, and members of the community. 

8.2. Little Baddow Parish Council approved the draft Little Baddow Neighbourhood Plan proposal at its meeting on 13th December 2022. 
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Appendix 1 – Community Engagement 
 

 

Appendix 1a – Community Engagement – response to promotional leaflet, October 2017 
 

Overview 

 

This leaflet was one of 3 sources of initial input from residents prior to the beginning of drafting of the Little Baddow Neighbourhood plan (LBNP).  The 

leaflet had 2 functions – to promote an “Engagement Event” on 14th October, the results of which are recorded separately, and to seek direct input. 

 

The leaflet drop was to all houses in the parish, coupled with leaflets left in key locations, seeking responses to the simple questions – 

o What do you like most about Little Baddow? 
o What do you like least about Little Baddow? 
o What changes would most improve Little Baddow? 

 

A post box was provided at the central Village Hall (“The Memorial Hall”) for responses.  After 23 days, 19 responses were received.  Nevertheless, this was 

not considered a failure as the event it was promoting attracted over 200 visitors. 

 

Findings 

 

• What do you like most about Little Baddow? 
 

o Rural, countryside (11) 
o Footpaths, walks (7) 
o Community/Friendliness (7) 
o Open spaces (4) 
o Village life (4) 
o Wildlife (3) 
o Calm environment (3) 
o Cricket Ground (2) 
o Community Care Group (2) 
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o NT areas, Canal, Paper Mill Lock, mixed non-estate housing, Views, Open Gardens, Local School (1 each) 
o  

 

• What do you like least about Little Baddow? 
 

There are inevitable overlaps, but this section was much more fragmented than the first. 

 

o Speeding in the village/on The Ridge (8) 
o Speeding or event-racing cycles (4) 
o Poor public transport (5) 
o No shop (5) 
o Small houses made big/not enough small (4) 
o Threat of future overdevelopment (3) 
o Excessive cars on Elm Green School Run (2) 
o High fences, walls, gates(2) 
o Lack of footway on The Ridge (2) 
o Bad maintenance/”Wanton destruction” by NT at Blakes Wood (2) 
o Poor mobile reception (2) 
o Poor broadband (1) 
o Stones on verges, Neglect of Village Green, parking at Paper Mill Lock, parking near Old Post Office, lack of activities for teenagers, eco-

friendly housing (out of place), difficulty in getting Doctor’s Appointment, ultra-modern properties, lack of traffic calming, dormitory 
villagers, snobbishness, Air traffic noise and daytime bonfires, (1 each). 

• What changes would most improve Little Baddow? 
 

o Traffic calming (5) (plus 20mph speed limit (1)) 
o Footway along Ridge (4) 
o Limit small to big house conversion (4) (plus less property 

development (2)) plus Affordable Housing near Danbury (2)) 
o More regular & reliable bus service (3) 
o Village Shop (3) 
o Better mobile reception (3) 
o (NB better broadband (1)) 
o Cycle speed control on North Hill (2) 
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o Control Elm Green School Run (1) (plus Stagger class tiumes at Elm Green (1)) 
o Garden fires only after 6pm (1) 
o Noise-free Sundays (1) 
o Improved capacity at Medical Centre (1) 
o A good pub (1) 
o A tennis court (1) 
o A football club for teenagers (boys & girls)(1) 
o An Outdoor Gym (1) 
o When St Andrews Car Park is full, remainder to park off-road at Memorial Hall (1). 

 

Conclusion 

 

The small sample weakens the argument for basing survey questions on these results, and there is nothing of a substantive nature that is not reflected in 

the results from the “Engagement” Event.  The leaflet data above confirms the conclusion from that Event that the following are among the items which 

warrant special attention – 

 

• Speeding along Little Baddow Road/The Ridge/North Hill 

• Control of cycles 

• The need for a footway along the whole of The Ridge 

• The worsening shortage of small properties in the parish. 
 

Given the small sample size, on a base of 650 leaflets, this confirms experience gained previously that reply paid postage will be essential to achieve high 

response rates to the main survey. 
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Appendix 1b – Review of Community Engagement Event, 14th October 2017 
 

Overview 

 

This event was held as one of 3 sources of initial input from residents prior to the beginning of drafting of the Little Baddow Neighbourhood plan (LBNP).  

These sources are – 

 

• A leaflet drop to all houses in the parish, coupled with leaflets left in key locations, seeking responses to the simple questions – 
o What do you like most about Little Baddow? 
o What do you like least about Little Baddow? 
o What changes would most improve Little Baddow? 

The findings from responses to that leaflet are recorded elsewhere, but the leaflet had the additional role of promoting the “Engagement” Event 

which is the subject of this Review. 

• The “Engagement” Event itself, reviewed here. 

• A parish survey issued to every house in the parish, the results of which will also be reported separately. 
 

The “Engagement” Event comprised – 

 

• a display setting out the role and importance in the context of the Chelmsford Local Plan 

• a display of the key elements of that Local Plan in so far as they could affect Little Baddow, 

• a short film promoting the key role of a LBNP in steering the future development of the parish 

•  series of photographs of locations in Little Baddow to which visitors were invited to respond by (a) adding green stickers to indicate approval or red 
stickers to indicate disapproval.  Photos were grouped into: housing; public buildings and business premises; transport; utilities and services; roads, 
footpaths and signs; recreation; and natural environment.  Visitors were limited to one green and one red sticker per section. 

• Dedicated notebooks where visitors were invited to add comments of any nature, each again linked to the same section headings as above. 

• An area for involvement of children, with separate photos and happy/sad face stickers to replicate their parents’ activity; with a manned play area 
to keep them happy while their parents participated in responding to the displays. 

 

Attendance: 

 

Attendance comprised 165 residents of 16 years or more, 37 residents aged under 16, and 2 non-residents – 204 visitors in all. 
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Findings: 

 

The nature of this event, and the input arrangements made, mean that the findings from it are necessarily qualitative not quantitative, though some are 

strong indicators of subjects of special significance to residents of Little Baddow.   

 

The findings from this event will be used primarily as one of the key inputs to the form and individual questions of the survey that will now be constructed. 

 

That said, these are the key findings and conclusions. 

Housing 

 

• Strong but very mixed feelings were expressed regarding the “fit” of modern design housing in Little Baddow.  Only the most aggressively modern 
properties were singled out for individual criticism, but even then with isolated support.  Survey Subject 

• The single strongest theme emerging from responses is a concern regarding the reduction in availability of small properties and bungalows as a 
consequence of owner/developer enlargement or replacement with large properties.  This was seen as relevant for downsizing, but most 
comments related to providing access for younger people, with some references to affordable or social housing.  Of comments from 66 residents 
(some multi-subject), 25 related to the issue of smaller property shortage.  Survey Subject 

• Another issue with substantial response numbers is high, solid gates and fences.  This attracted 15 responses and by an order of magnitude the 
highest number of red stickers (red stickers were supposedly prohibited on individual homes as a courtesy to their owners, but this prohibition was 
extensively ignored).  There appears to be a strong perception that they are inappropriate for a rural community.  Survey Subject 

• Other comments with much lower frequencies, and not obvious as survey subjects, included – 
o Houses should be set back to emphasise rural nature of village 
o It is correct that as a “small” community we have not been allocated a requirement for more housing.  In contrast, one respondent wanted 

more housing to “invigorate” the village. 
o There should be content in the “Welcome Pack” reflecting what the village likes and dislikes. 
o High rooflines should be controlled/resisted. 
o There is a need for protection of mature trees. 
o There is a need for new development to be scaled appropriately for its plot. 
o The Hammonds Farm proposal should be resisted. 
o Hedges should be hawthorn or a rural mix, not laurel. 
o We need a community discussion with Highways/City Council re parking (Vica Cottages reference). 
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Public Buildings and Business Premises 

 

This generated few surprises – 

 

• There was sticker support for the Church and Chapel, and St Andrews Rooms, though few comments, (all favourable). 

• There was a mix of stickers for The Memorial Hall, though no comments other than a general one that community buildings are important.. 

• There was strong sticker support for the History Centre, though no comments. 

• There was some support for the Paper Mill Lock tea rooms, with just negative comments regarding parking problems there. 

• There was strong comment support for the principle of local pubs, but 7 comments  - over 20% of the total - critical of the unwelcoming approach 
of the publicans 

• Both stickers and comments regarding Elm Green School were mixed.  Comments related to the fact that the school did not engage particularly 
with the village, but mostly to the speeding, traffic and parking problems generated by the School Run.  St Johns School, in contrast, generated only 
2 negative stickers and a favourable comment. 

• In comments, there was sadness at the loss of a shop and the absence of a tea room/café (other than at Paper Mill Lock). 

• There was heavy sticker and comment criticism of the state of “The Vineyard” off Holybred & Colam Lanes, and (referring to a photo in a different 
section) the equipment storage/dump down near the Chelmer & Blackwater. 

 

Transport 

 

• There were plenty of red stickers, and 64 comments (some multi-subject) for this section.  

• 24 comments were critical of speeding cyclists, some presaging danger of a serious accident and one challenging the marking of a finishing line on 
the road outside of the writer’s house.  Comments were made about riding abreast, and about cyclists’ rudeness.  Cycling related photographs were 
swamped with red stickers.  (See also “Roads, Footpaths and Signs” below).  Survey Subject 

• A number of comments addressed the issue of public transport.  There was a recognition that usage was light, and so likely to lead to rationalisation 
of the service.  However, some comments felt the service was too infrequent to encourage use.  Up to date timetables are needed, and buses 
should be timed to match school start/end in order to reduce school run.  One respondent argued for a regular, small vehicle shuttle service to 
Danbury. Survey Subject. The Danbury Flyer received 20 green stickers and 1 favourable comment. 

• Speeding in the Village: There were multiple comments regarding vehicles other than cycles speeding in the village.  While 4 comments were 
general, 7 sought speed calming in one form or another, 3 wanted 20mph limits in lieu of current 30 limits and a further 2 wanted limits on roads 
currently operating the National Speed Limit.  (See also “Roads, Footpaths and Signs below.)Survey Subject.  One respondent suggested pavements 
along the length of The Ridge (see also below) as having the double effect of pedestrian safety and traffic calming. 
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• The safety of pedestrians especially on The Ridge received attention: there were 14 related comments. (See also “Roads, Footpaths and Signs” 
below).  Survey Subject. 
 

Utilities and Services 

 

• The dominant feature in both red stickers and critical comments was the Danbury Medical Centre.  While the building was welcomed, of the 45 
comments (some multi-subject) over one third were on this subject, and most related to the long lead times for appointments – typically 3 weeks or 
more.  The perception is that much greater GP medical capacity is urgently needed. Survey Subject. 

• Next in line was mobile phone coverage, with 15 in support of better coverage involving an additional mast – though there were a few comments 
about choosing a more concealed location, and a couple expressing concern regarding unproven safety. Survey Subject. 

• With a similar number of comments, but this time without dissent, were appeals for better broadband (we know that line speeds are especially 
poor at the North end of the village).  Survey Subject – Parish Council is considering a separate survey to get hard information, but this could 
possibly be combined. 

• There were several comments regarding power lines and continuing power cuts, and a small number regarding phone wires and street furniture. 

• Other individual comments – 
o “get rid of unused phone boxes” – Parish Council needs to promote that the box near Spring Close is now to be used for a defibrillator. 
o Flower boxes promised at Spring Close – others provided but not this – Parish Council should be advised of comment. 
o Post boxes gained most green stickers but one comment asking for bigger slots able to take modern letters. 
o Dog bins popular, but 2 comments related to dog mess or bags hanging on trees. 

 

Roads, Footpaths and Signs 

 

• The sign on The Ridge: “No footway for 960 yards” garnered comfortably the most red stickers for this section.  In addition to the 14 comments in 
“Transport” above, a further 8 appeals for a footway all along the Ridge were submitted.  Survey Subject. 

• In addition to the comments regarding speeding in the village in the “Transport” Section above, there were numerous comments about speeding.  
Some were general, 5 sought additional speed limits, 7 referred to traffic calming (though 2 took a different view, considering such measures 
ineffective). Survey Subject. 

• In addition to the comments re cycling in “Transport” above, there were a further 5 criticisms of cycling at speed, and 1 in support of cycling. Survey 
Subject. 

• There were 4 references to verge damage by large vehicles. 

• Other comments: 
o 3 regarding excessive signage 
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o 2 regarding sign visibility 
o 1 regarding the need for conspicuous house names for delivery vehicles 
o A few regarding the impact of on-road parking 
o One recognised that as a recreation area we must expect cars, cyclists and walkers and should seek to make access safer for all 
o 1 explicitly referred to the increasing rat-running consequent upon development elsewhere 
o 1 referred to the type of signing, arguing for traditional fingerposts rather than large metal signs. 

 

Recreation 

 

• Inevitably, cycling appears again but repetition is unnecessary, except for additional references to cycling inappropriately on footpaths. 

• As a community recreation facility, the Memorial Hall received substantial numbers of green stickers and a few comments.   

• The Sports Field did likewise, with favourable comments but also with criticism of the past rejection of Tennis Courts, and several comments that it 
should be more widely used for other events. 

• There were numerous favourable comments regarding the excellent community spirit and the large number of community clubs, societies and 
events.  

• The open countryside and accessible areas for walking received favourable comment. 

• Other comments: 
o The History Centre is an asset 
o “Events are unwelcome and there are too many incomers using North Hill 
o We used to have several benches….would be nice to have them back. 
o Not enough recreational facilities for young people 
o “…..more activities for the children and youth of the village [needed], particularly in the Winter and dark evenings.” 
o “….consider meetings at a later time….to allow people to attend….without need for babysitters (after 8pm).” 
o Outdoor gym. 

 

Natural Environment 

 

• The woodland photos attracted the most green sticker support, closely followed by Paper Mill Lock and the Chelmer & Blackwater.  There was one 
request for benches along the riverside to enable walkers to sit and enjoy the view. 

• On its own in terms of critical red stickers was the equipment “dump” area of farmland near the Chelmer & Blackwater, between Paper Mill Lock 
and Little Baddow Lock. 
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• Practically all comment was in support of, and stressing the need to preserve, the very special natural environment within our parish.  The only 
comments, therefore, worth noting are those that contrast from this – 

o “It is obvious why piecemeal growth happens but time comes when a holistic (& better quality) set of buildings is appropriate.” 
o Parking problems at Paper Mill Lock received several additional comments. 
o Footpath from Chapel Lane to Blakes Wood obstructed – horses. 
o “There’s too much “well meaning” planting, losing our views over the valley.” 
o “We don’t want “pseudo” business e.g. vineyard which are just opportunists trying to get mass building development.” 
o “We are very lucky to live in such a beautiful environment, but this does need to be balanced against the needs of community, young 

(housing) etc.  Consider expanding village envelope a little to allow for affordable housing.” Survey Subject. 
 

Children’s input 

 

Children were not restricted to a single “happy face” sticker and a single “sad face” sticker.  Accordingly it is not possible to draw conclusions from their use.  

Unsurprisingly recreation, play areas, and animals attracted the most interest, but it is encouraging that hardly any “sad face” stickers were used. 
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Appendix 1c – Neighbourhood Plan Survey – full report 
 

Background 

 

The survey was conducted as part of the evidence base that will lead to the creation of a Neighbourhood Plan for Little Baddow.  It took place over the 

period 26th March 2018 to 11th March 2018.  A total of 252 valid responses from residents were received, representing 38% of all residential addresses in 

Little Baddow. 

 

The survey was developed from several inputs.  Key among these were – 

 

• A residents’ “Engagement Day” in October 2017, which the findings of whice are reported separately. 

• The Rural Community Profile of Little Baddow, acquired from the Rural Community Council of Essex. 

• Input and feedback received from Chelmsford City Council Planning Department. 

• The former adopted Village Design Statement of Little Baddow, much of which was itself based on similar events and surveys at the time of 
its drafting. 

 

While much of the survey related specifically to planning issues, there were other issues that may or may not have direct planning implications, but which 

are clearly of significant concern to Little Baddow residents, and where therefore the opportunity was taken to obtain quantitative information about them. 

 

The following report presents the findings in the same order as they appeared in the survey. 

 

Housing 

 

In recent years, the population of Little Baddow has remained virtually unchanged. 

Against this background, the number who though the amount of housing was about right was 84% of the total, with 11% considering we need more and 

only 4% that there is too much housing. 

 

If, however, there were to be more housing, then the overwhelming majority (92%) would like to see it distributed in small groups of no more than 4 

houses. 
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In terms of the types of housing, the data sends a clear message: the Village is considered by 47% to need more small houses to buy and by 51% to have the 

right amount;  and 40% consider we need more small houses to rent while 54% think we have the right amount.  Likewise 45% think we need more 

bungalows to buy while 52% think we have this right, with somewhat smaller figures for bungalows to rent.  In other words, a little under half of all 

residents want to see more small houses and bungalows, despite the fact that 84% think the housing total overall is about right. 

 

This reflects the concerns expressed widely in the village that there is a shortage of housing suitable for young families or those wishing to downsize.  So we 

asked the question as to how this might be resolved.  Among other options, perhaps surprisingly half of all respondents to the survey would support the 

allocation of new land if it was specifically for small houses with small gardens – avoiding the trend prevalent in the Village for enlarging and extending 

existing properties. 

 

Apart from comments from those who were opposed to any development irrespective of its type, the predominant thrust of the free comments in relation 

to this question want to see policies that would inhibit the trend for enlarging and extending existing properties or knocking down small ones to replace 

with large ones.   

 

The survey then tried to establish the extent of excess demand for housing, and specifically small housing units.  A surprising 23% said that a member of 

their family living at the respondent’s home or away from Little Baddow would want a new home in Little Baddow within 5 years.  Of these – 

 

• Only 2 would be looking for social housing 

• Only 4 would want “Intermediate” housing (that is, shared ownership, equity loan housing, or other low cost housing managed by a Housing 
Association) 

• 47 would want to buy a home and 33 of these would be looking for something small. 
 

Our conclusion is that there is apparently a real demand for small housing units, and that in preparing the Neighbourhood Plan we should consider how 

planning policies might facilitate this. 

 

In so doing, and given that the Village has limited infrastructure, policies more widely applied regarding the percentage of large developments that must be 

for “affordable housing” are not pertinent.  Given the lack of public transport, this should not be at the expense of inadequate off-road parking (this aspect 

considered in more detail below). 
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Finally on housing, Little Baddow is best described as consisting mainly of eclectic styles of houses, with only a few houses grouped together with a common 

style.  Accordingly it is no surprise that 86% of respondents thought Little Baddow was right with lots of different house styles, and 76% preferred generally 

traditional styles to more modern styles – 8 times as many as preferred modern styles. 

 

On the question of boundaries to properties, this arose within the Village Design study, and opinions now reflect those then.  Roughly three times as many 

respondents (62% of all respondents) preferred natural English mixed hedging or low rural style fencing to other options.  Only a quarter of respondents felt 

this was a matter solely for the house-owner.   

 

There were mixed views regarding entrance gates.  This is best summarised as being that entrance gates should be appropriate to the style of house and 

the surrounding area – in other words, if most are low in an area, high solid gates in a single property are inappropriate.  However, 75% of respondents 

would like to see gates set back from the road where possible, enabling vehicles to get off the road before they are opened.Only 4% disagreed with this. 

 

Public Transport 

 

Reflecting the demographics of Little Baddow in general and survey respondents in particular, more respondents had bus passes than did not.  Roughly half 

of all respondents don’t use public transport at all and accept that it will be discontinued if poorly used.   

 

However, there was strong criticism of reliability and timetabling: half of all respondents considered the timetable not useful for commuting, a third 

considered it not useful for shopping, and a fifth claim they do not use it only because it is unreliable. 

 

Most comments in free text related to the need for a service for those who don’t drive, the obscurity/unavailability of the timetable, and its unsuitability for 

most travel – too late for commuters, too long a gap for shoppers, etc.  Mixed views on reliability of 99A. 

 

We tested the validity of the survey’s results by hypothesising an alternative local service delivering only to where public transport infrastructure, schools, 

shops and surgery exists – Danbury and the popular Sandon Park-and-Ride service to Chelmsford.  If such a service existed, was reliable, and came within 30 

minutes, a third of all respondents said they would use such a service frequently and 46% of respondents said they would use it occasionally. Of these, half 

would use it without having a bus pass, with 15 even ready to use it if it cost more than £5 return.  Only 41% said they would continue to travel mainly by 

car or taxi. 

 

It would seem clear that there would be demand for an optimally designed service, possibly set up to respond to demand rather than run to a fixed 

timetable, and this will be pursued by Keith Ferguson working with The Parish Council. 
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Mobile Phone Coverage 

 

This subject has been controversial since the aborted plan to locate a new mobile phone mast adjacent to the Sports Field. 

 

Only 2 respondents said they had no mobile phone.  Two thirds (65%) of all respondents said that they didn’t consider we needed improved mobile phone 

coverage in Little Baddow. However, 49% did not consider that they had adequate mobile phone coverage by the road directly outside their house. 

 

That said, 177 would support the installation of a mast if it were somewhere where it didn’t spoil the view, falling to 78 who would support it wherever it 

would be most effective. 

 

Just over half of all respondents consider mobile phone masts are safe but 31% do not. 

 

There were 10 negative comments regarding safety of masts compared with 6 in favour as safe.  Individual suggestions for mast siting were 2 for a Danbury 

location, 1 for the top of Heather Hills (as high as Sports Field), 2 for the Church Tower (1 against this), and 2 for colour camouflaging.  There were 4 

comments that this should be a decision for residents, not school parents and those living elsewhere.  Two comments argued that a mast was not needed. 

 

The survey also asked the name of the mobile phone supplier, linked to postcode, to see if it was possible to identify those areas where reception was 

especially good or bad for any or all suppliers. 

 

Initial analysis does not reveal an obvious difference between areas – 

 

• There are reports of poor service from all suppliers, and differences in numbers of reports related to each may just reflect differences in the 
number of customers they each have 

• There are reports of poor service from all areas of the village, and differences in numbers may reflect just differences in respondent numbers from 
different parts of the village 

• One or two individual roads may appear to have an unusually high number of responses relative to the size of the road, - for example, there were 8 
reports of poor service from The Rye Field, which only as 15 houses, and 7 reports from High Pasture which only has 16 houses, but neither is 
necessarily indicative of a pocket of especially poor service. 

• One or two individual roads may have an unusually low number of responses relative to the road, but this may just be a poor respondent response 
– for example, Jarvis Field has only 2 reports but has 44 houses. 
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More detailed analysis would be possible, but in the first instance these findings about opinions of mobile phone masts and coverage should be reported to 

the Parish Council. 

 

Facilities for business/working from home 

 

There were 40 responses to this question.  Of these, 9 referred to slow broadband notwithstanding that this was excluded in the question wording, as it has 

been the subject of a separate survey by Little Baddow Parish Council. Otherwise – 

 

• 3 comments were about unreliable power supply 

• 3 comments related to unsupportive Local Authority Planning Regulations 

• 2 comments referred directly to unsuitability of local roads to support business 

• 2 comments related to unsuitability of businesses, given the traffic they cause, except for very small businesses which enable people to work from 
home and so save traffic. 
 

Other individual comments complained of lack of local bank or shop, the absence of business premises, late timing for postal delivery (after 2.30pm), and 

difficult parking making Little Baddow unsuitable for business activity.  One respondent felt that Little Baddow was suited to start-ups with up to 4 people.  

Another said that business premises were needed.  As an aside, 1 respondent said that house names needed to be displayed clearly for delivery vehicles 

and emergency services. 

 

 

Speeding in the Village 

 

To control speeding – 

 

• Over 70% of respondents would disagree with a reduction in the speed limit on North Hill to 20mph 

• However 77% would support an extension of the 30mph limit to include more narrow, rural lanes 

• 75% would support speed-sensitive reminder signs 

• 60% would support village “gates (white wooden fences adjacent to the road with additional signage) at the Danbury end of The Ridge and the 
bottom of Noth Hill near Paper Mill 
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• While road narrowing purely for traffic calming is supported by only 36% (55% objecting), road narrowing if necessary on The Ridge to provide a 
footpath where there is none is supported by 55% with 35% objecting 

• 61% or respondents would like to see more Speedwatch control sessions. 
 

Individual free comments were dominated by suggestions as to how to deal with speeding – 

 

• Road surface: paint 30mph on road surface, different tarmac colours, textured surface, speed bumps especially on North Hill (despite question 
ruling them out) 

• Road narrowing for footpath on Ridge: create footpath without narrowing, road narrowing doesn’t slow traffic, it stops it causing jams, pollution 
etc; keep narrow 2-lane flow, dangerous, creates “game of chicken” etc (these comments relate to chicane possibilities) and finally “There are 
plenty of bridal paths for walkers.” 

• Chicanes:  Combination chicane with raised road section (not just speed bump) on hill section near The Rodney, priority for uphill; chicanes work in 
Wickford 

• Gates:  Agree with gates, also Church Road, Spring Elms lane, Tofts, Riffhams 

• Signage:  Speed-sensitive reminder sign on Hammonds Road, centre road markings even on minor lanes; larger 30mph signs on The Ridge, North 
Hill; speed-sensitive signs are OK but take care not to spoil the Village; most speed signs (and gates) are just “red rag to the bull”; have 20mph limit 
near the schools.; have 20mph limit on Colam Lane. 

• Speedwatch/speed traps: Need police speed trap, even if only once every 6 months; police/speedwatch too visible from distance; not beneficial; no 
point in speed limits without enforcement. 

• Other: Other lanes, especially Colam Lane, are dangerous – it’s not just The Ridge; need traffic calming on Hammonds Road; need mini-roundabout 
at the junction of The Ridge/North Hill/ Spring Elms Lane/Colam Lane; need mini-roundabout at Spring Close junction to slow traffic; deal with the 
congestion caused by the Private School; stop excessive lighting on private driveways near road where they are too bright/dazzling.  (I am ignoring 
comments that offered no proposals.) 
 

Cycling in the Parish 

 

63% of all respondents think that cycling in organised groups of more than 3 or 4 should be discouraged, twice as many as disagree.  However, opinion 

about whether the Memorial Hall should be made available for cycling events is more evenly balanced. 

 

Again, 63% of all respondents would like to see Speedwatch events on weekend mornings, when special attention can be paid to cyclists. 

 

There is much less concern about individual cyclists, but more people think cycling of any kind is a special problem in Little Baddow than do not.   
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This question generated more supplementary responses than any other. 

 

With regard to the free comments – 

 

• Large groups:  20 were concerned about larger groups of more than 3 or 4, or small groups insisting on riding abreast.  

• Competitions:  10 were concerned about cycling events.  Speed trials or competitions should be prohibited on hills; events should be signed with 
control vehicles and advance warning; untimed charity events OK; 3-4 times a year maximum; events should avoid some narrow lanes with blind 
bends such as Colam Lane. 

• Speed:  15 comments related to speed, and the resulting danger to both cyclists and pedestrians.  Blind exits on North Hill are a special problem.  
Serious/fatal accident is anticipated.  Several supported Speedwatch to control excessive speed, but there was coincern from one resident 
regarding unenforceability for bikes. 

• Absence of warning noise:  Several comments related to the fact that cyclists are silent, and don’t use their bells protectively in blind situations, 
which is especially hazardous for those with impaired vision. 

• Rudeness:  several comments regarding rudeness.  “Most cyclists” are inconsiderate; often arrogant; they can use foul language, and often are 
talking to each other very loudly so cannot be ignored; can have a bad attitude; “Most cyclists think they rule the road”; often have little regard for 
other road users; and throw rubbish onto village verges. 

• Other: headphones should be prohibited while cycling; cycling events should be subject to Parish Council licencing, and should contribute to the 
Village; cyclists should always were high-vis clothing, and not black; a single cyclists can hold up uphill traffic for a lengthy distance. 

• Cyclists in the woods:  Several comments were made regarding the problem of damage caused by cyclists in the woods. 

• In favour of cyclists:  why no mention of horses, who ride 2 abreast and cause more holdup?; what about those who follow shooting – cyclists are 
not the problem they are; cycling is better than mugging, gangs, jihad, and can act as a deterrent to speeding motorists; professional cyclists train 
here – we should be proud; if there were no cars on North Hill, cyclists would not be such a problem; which is more of an issue, cyclists or speeding 
cars; cyclists have as much right to use the roads as anyone else. 
 

Parking in the Village 

 

Twice as many people think on-road parking is a special concern in Little Baddow as do not. 

 

With regard to parking on North Hill, opinion as to whether the existing on-road parking is helpful in slowing traffic or otherwise is evenly split, but the 

overwhelming majority of respondents would see any additional on-road parking as causing congestion and a safety hazard. 
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Three times as many people think parking at Paper Mill Lock is a problem as disagree. 

 

Opinion about the use of yellow lines where necessary in Little Baddow is fairly evenly split, with 48% in support and 41% against. 

 

84% of respondents think that a minimum of 2 off-road spaces should be an essential requirement for ALL new development in addition to any garage 

space.  This is additional to, but not in direct contradiction of, Chelmsford City Council Policy and it may prove possible to include this as a Neighbourhood 

Plan Policy in due course. 

 

In terms of free text responses, several issues received significant attention – 

 

• Paper Mill Lock: on-road parking is seen as a real problem and a safety hazard, and there were several comments about the impact of closing the 
car park there.   

• North Hill on-road parking: was seen by some as a safety hazard, as a problem in snow/ice conditions, but in contrast as a traffic (and cycle) calming 
device by others. 

• School run parking: There were 6 comments related to school-run parking problems, both at Elm Green School and St John’s School – with 2 arguing 
that The General’s Arms should be approached again to allow the use of its car park; also the junction of Riffhams Chase with The Ridge is a 
nightmra at school run times. 

• Planning policy: There were several comments regarding planning policy.  NO on-road parking should be allowed as a condition of future 
development; planners should take into account that Little Baddow has a high reliance on car use, so standards for off-road parking in future 
development should be higher; off-road spaces in new development should be proportional to the number of anticipated residents, high standards 
are fine provided they do not curtail development of small units on small plots; in contrast 1 response was that 1 off-road space is sufficient 

• Businesses:  should not be allowed – this is not a business district; businesses should be required to provide adequate off road parking; in contrast, 
parking provision is only needed for shops or businesses serving the public. 

• Spring Close:  3 comments argued for partial use of the green spaces, but  

• Yellow lines: needed on The Ridge between Colam Lane and Parsonage Lane (school run problems); perhaps yellow lines on blind bends; in contrast 
oje thought they would detract from the village and 1 thought it would be pointless unless they were monitored; while 1 person thought them ugly 
and would detract from the village. 

• Other aspects:  stop parking on pavements, which is an offence; the parking near the junction of Colam & North Hill causes an entry/exit hazard. 
 

• Pedestrian Safety 
 

The concerns in Little Baddow about pedestrian safety relate to the problems of cars and cyclists speeding on roads without footpaths. 
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Notable among these concerns is the fact that the main spine road through little Baddow has an extended section on The Ridge between the junction with 

Colam Lane/Spring Elms Lane and the properties Holmewood & Ridge Cottages where there is no footpath for pedestrian safety.  (This is especially an issue 

where there are bends concealing pedestrians from oncoming traffic.) 

 

55% if respondents walk regularly on this section, but a further 21% try to avoid walking there but say they would walk there regularly if there was a 

footpath. 

 

In other words, over three quarters of all respondents are exposed to risk from vehicles and cyclists on this section of The Ridge.  Accordingly there is a 

strong case for asking the Parish Council to prioritise this work either from CIL or Council funds when available. 

 

• Paths on The Ridge/North Hill: In free text, the 11 comments were directly supportive of footpaths on The Ridge and North Hill where there are 
none, as against 5 against.  One made the comment that a footpath to Paper Mill Lock would both strengthen the overall network of paths, and 
provide safe access.  There were several comments regarding the safety (or lack of it) of children, necessitating car trips and affecting community 
spirit. 
Another said that pedestrian access along The Ridge was essential to access Danbury services.Two were fine about the principle, so long as 
footpaths are not tarmac or concrete.  Of the detractors, 2 said footpaths increased car speed, while 2 of those in favour said that the implicit road 
narrowing would lower speed.  

• Road narrowing for footpaths: This had mixed support and detraction.  One argued that rather than road narrowing, land should be recovered from 
houseowners who had allowed hedges and boundaries to “drift” over time. 

• Other comments: Joggers should not wear headlamps that can dazzle/confuse drivers; one felt that there should be 20mph limits on lanes with no 
footpaths; one argued for advertising the existence of the footpath between Chelmer Cottage and the river (but this is a permissive path!). There 
were suggestions for footpaths on other roads, especially Colam Lane and Holybread Lane (though these are probably not viable). Finally, one 
suggestion was made that we should have “Pedestrians in Road” signs wherever there are blind corners. 

 

Medical Facilities 

 

80% of all respondents are registered at the Danbury Medical Centre, with a further 12% registered at the combined Boreham/Hatfield Peverel Surgery. 

 

Of all respondents, roughly half say they have not if phoning before 9am usually been able to get an urgent, same day appointment.   

 

Two thirds have usually been able to get a non-urgent appointment within 3 weeks. 
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However, booking appointments is clearly a real issue: three quarters of respondents dislike having to redial rather than being put in a queue and two thirds 

say that the online booking system often has no available appointments to see a doctor.  There is no distinctive difference between those with Danbury and 

those with Boreham/Hatfield Peverel. 

 

As a result, three quarters of all respondents think that there cannot be enough doctors for the number of patients. 

 

Additional comments were largely about the sense of inefficiency and bad systems.  A respondent said that “Something needs to happen.  The CQC Report 

in 2017 identified that there were too many areas where “improvement is required””.   This is a summary of the comments made by respondents – 

 

• Booking Appointments Danbury: Despite the fact that respondents could comment regarding booking appointments without resorting to text, 16 
people wanted to add comments on this – one had made a claimed 279 dialups, by when no same day appointments were left.  Another had dialled 
98 times taking over an hour to get through.  Others could not get a dialling tone, and one had given up phoning but always drove to the surgery for 
8am to get appointment as they were all gone by 8.30.  It was felt to be inappropriate to have to join a long queue in the early morning if one was 
ill!  Others commented that “urgent was interpreted as life threatening”, and with 3 weeks as the fallback this was unacceptable.  It was noted 
twice that the phone and online could differ regarding appointment availability.  The phone system was considered by one respondent to be “the 
worst of any public service”.  The computer system was also criticised for the fact that everything seemed to be inefficient – and one respondent 
said the password arrangements were inadequate. One respondent argued that there were too many routine reviews taking up appointments. It 
was pointed out that the nursing service cannot be booked online. 

• Booking appointments Hatfield Peverel/Boreham combined surgery:  there were 5 comments from users of this surgery, which has introduced 
mandatory phone consultation before an appointment can be offered, or at reception where the approach can be off-putting as receptionists may 
not judge problem accurately, and have suggested the local pharmacy should be approached.  The standard of care there was felt by one 
respondent to have deteriorated rapidly, who wanted the Parish Council (Little Baddow, presumably?) to investigate. 

• Staff turnover: There were many comments critical of the high turnover of doctors, especially locums, and the inability to see a named doctor, 
however long one has to wait.  This was felt to be true even when trying to book a return appointment at a specific doctor’s request: “Admin should 
support doctors, not the other way round”.  Continuity of care was seen to be lost.  There was a query as to whether senior partners were seeking 
to minimise costs by understaffing for the increasing demand.  The question was asked as to why there had been so many resignations of medical 
and non-medical staff. 

• Delays: there were delays in seeing doctors beyond the booked appointment time – of up to an hour – were reported by 2 respondents.  To get a 
blood test could involve a delay of 3 – 4 weeks. 

• The New Building: The new medical centre (DMC) was seen as having far more rooms than doctors, and the service was felt to have got worse since 
the move.  The car park was found by 2 respondents to be often full, either due to long queues for pharmacy or doctors running late (nobody seems 
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to have considered that it may be being used by those unconnected with the DMC.)  The DMC was criticised for not clearing ice and snow from the 
car park./ 

• Pharmacy:  The pharmacy is said not to have improved since the move.  Medications are regularly short each month and it is either understaffed or 
poorly staffed, with regular long queues. 

• Management and organisation:  This was criticised by several respondents.  Administration was said to be inefficient, appalling , etc.  It was 
reported that the DMC Manager says she will not see patients without a written request, to which she then does not respond. 

• Capacity for growth: The DMC was said by one respondent to near capacity, and by another as “stretched”.  Two respondents were concerned 
about residents of Maldon adding to the pressures because apparently several practices have closed their books.  A Saturday morning service was 
requested. 

 

Facilities for Children and Young People 

 

This was an open question – did respondents feel that the facilities in Little Baddow for children and young people were adequate?  A majority of those who 

responded considered the facilities adequate but the response rate was low – only 75 in all, of which 31 added anything material.  Of these – 

 

• 11 referred to the need for a youth club or similar, or at least a place for teenagers to “hang out” indoors 

• 11 referred to improvements they would like at the Sports Field – 
o Enlargement of the play area 
o Somewhere that excluded dogs, whose owners insensitively allowed their pets to roam free, frightening small children (or, ideally, make 

the whole Sports Field dog free, as there are plenty of other places to take dogs) 
o A slide and/or climbing frame, ideally near to the car park. 
o A field that could be used for football 
o A climbing wall 
o A BMX stunt track(!) 
o Public tennis courts (!) 

• It was suggested that private tennis court owners should be encouraged to let others use their courts either free or for a small fee.  One referred to 
a disused tennis court along Spring Elms Lane which is wasted 

• It was suggested that there was a need for more after school activities that could be organised by parents in The Memorial Hall or St Andrews, 
which could perhaps be subsidised or let free. 

• The need for an evening bus service was mentioned, for teenagers to return from Chelmsford 
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• Wickhay Green was well reported, though one respondent felt that usage did not justify the cost.  Improvement to the football there was sought.  
There was criticism of use in the evenings: one respondent referred to stolen cars, condoms, broken glass and drug use.  There was a request for a 
boundary fence to exclude cars. 

• There was 1 request for a proper cycle path along the river. 
 

Q17(a) – 3 things most important to conserve 

 

The question referred back to the VDS and highlighted 3 things that back then had generated strong views.  In practice this acted as a prompt to 

Respondents, and so the 3 most-mentioned results of this question should be seen as prompted, while the remainder were unprompted. 

 

The main results were as follows – 

 

Woodlands:     148 
Open spaces:   86 
Views:     69 
Rural feel:  29 
Village Character/way of life/feel: 24 
Low density of housing:     17 
Community:          9 
The pubs:     9 
Historic/traditional buildings: 9 
The variety of house styles 8 
Paper Mill Lock:      8 
Peace & Quiet:      7 
Avoidance of light pollution:  6 

 

Also mentioned, but below statistical significance, were – 

 

Community buildings 

The Canal (Chelmer & Blackwater) 

Birds and wildlife 

Peace  
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Beauty 

Play Areas 

Village separation from Danbury 

The Sports Field 

Village Appeal to visitors 

Easy access to town & rural 

Absence of business or commercial 

The Church 

Open Gardens Day 

The Community Care Group 

The Ridge in Spring 

Banks and verges 

Appropriate development for the local area 

Small houses and bungalows 

Avoidance of new housing estates 

The lack of road markings/signs etc 

Continued milk delivery 

Tree density in the village 

The public transport to Danbury & Maldon 

 

Q17(b) - 3 things most like to change 

 

There were no prompts in this question. The main results were as follows – 

 

Speeding vehicles: 44 
More roadside footpaths (esp.The Ridge & North Hill):  39 
On-road parking: 38  (includes school run parking: 20) 
Speeding Cyclists: 25 
Poor mobile reception:  21 
Parking at Paper Mill Lock: 17 
Lack of a shop: 16 
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Small houses made big: 15 
“Rat Running”: 15 
High Gates/fences/walls: 15 
Poor bus service: 14 
Poor broadband: 12 
Excessive outside house lighting: 10 

 

 

 

 

Also mentioned, but below statistical significance, were – 

 

Rude cyclists 

Traffic lights at Eves Corner 

Mountain bikes ruining the woods 

Unacceptable NT treatment/coppicing in Blakes Wood 

Pollard trees in Heather Hills to restore views from 2 seats 

Danbury Medical Centre 

Lack of indoor activities for youngsters 

Absence of house numbers, just names 

Poor drainage of lanes 

Proliferation of “US Style” house cladding 

Hedges overgrowing roads and footpaths 

Lack of tennis courts 

Overhead power lines 

Horse riders 

Lack of police presence 

Infilling between properties 

Lack of young families 

Lack of street lighting 

Lack of off-road parking for Almshouse residents 
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Modern houses out of keeping with village 

Bonfires before 6pm 

Broken manhole covers 

The Colam Lane/The Ridge/Spring Elms Lane junction (needs to be mini0-roundabout) 

Spoiling of grass verges 

Lack of small/affordable housing 

Too loose planning regulations 

Insufficient dog poo bins 

Stones/wood blocks on verges 

 

Q17 (c) – Any places, buildings, land facilities or activities making a special contribution  

 

Reference back to the 3 items prompted at the head of Q17(a)  - that is, woodlands, open spaces and views - have been ignored here.  Many other things 

were mentioned unprompted and a full list will be retained, but in order of frequency of mention the principal items were – 

 

The Memorial Hall     79 

The Churches      59 

Paper Mill Lock and the Chelmer & Blackwater  59 

St Andrews Rooms     49 

The Sports Field and Pavilion    42 

The Pubs      31 

 

“The Churches” were often mentioned together, but there was only 1 instance where the URC was mentioned but not St Marys. 

 

“The Pubs” includes individual references to one pub, or references to both.  Where only 1 was mentioned, The Rodney occurred more often than The 

Generals Arms. 
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Q18 – Policies from VDS 

 

Only 6 from 252 respondents failed to answer all of this section, and there were very few partial responses. 

 

There was very strong support for all the Policies set out in Q18, with no Policy having and average score below 4.17 out of a possible 5. 

 

From most strongly supported to least strongly supported, the Policies were rated as follows – 

 

Policy Avge Score 

The character of the Parish is defined by green wooded areas and views over large open spaces. 
Every effort should be made to protect these in applications for development. 

4.89 (from 246) 

Outside of the Defined Settlement Areas  (known as the “Village Envelope” ) buildings are 
generally set back from the road; new buildings should reflect this and should relate visually to 
neighbouring properties. 

4.69 (from 244) 

Replacement of buildings or extensions should be restricted to that which is appropriate to the 
plot and  should avoid overdevelopment. 

4.62( from 245) 

The open spaces between properties and the views they afford are highly important to the 
character of the village and any proposals for infill or backland development should respect these 
gaps. 

4.53 (from 245) 

The transition from Danbury to Little Baddow along The Ridge is marked by lower housing density, 
views through gaps, and the spaces between and above properties. Every effort should be made to 
protect these in applications for development. 

4.47 (from 245) 

The Village benefits from low light pollution.  Security and convenience lighting should be kept to a 
minimum, and  strength & location adjusted when near to the highway or other properties. 

4.38 (from 245) 

Street signs generally should be minimised, consistent with safety. 4.28 (from 242) 

Street lighting should be avoided. 4.17 (from 245) 
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Additional Free Comments made 

 

A significant proportion of items mentioned under the heading “Anything Else?” simply referred back to matters already covered earlier in the Survey.  A 

full list will be maintained but repetition has been avoided as far as possible.  Some points of interest in relation to certain categories are worth itemising 

here. 

 

Planning & Development 

 

• Keep Little Baddow as a rural village with a separate identity.  This requires tight retention of the existing Defined Settlement Boundaries. 

• (In contrast) allow some redefinition of Defined Settlement Boundaries to allow for some development. 

• Ensure planning applications give FULL consideration to the impact of proposals on neighbours. 

• Avoid manipulation of planning rules so that “granny annexes” become additional housing. 

• Allow infilling for properties for young people. 

• Seek steep roof pitches so as to enclose more space and reduce subsequent extensions. 

• Ensure new buildings match the SCALE of the immediate vicinity. 

• Communicate all new development proposals to all residents, not just neighbours. 

• When considering house design… 
o Discourage/prohibit excessive external decorative lighting 
o Avoid large areas of external rendering or plastic cladding 

 

Vehicle speed and traffic 

 

• Add physical speed reducer to lower speed on the blind double bend above The Rodney on North Hill 

• Consider 20mph speed limit on the hill by “The Vineyard” on Holybread Lane, and 30mph limit on the rest of that road 

• Either make Colam Lane 1-way, or add speed bumps 

• Extend 30mph limit to include the area of extensive on-road parking around Paper Mill Lock 
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• Place a “Narrow Road” sign near Cuckoos 

• Seek better solutions for on-road parking associated with the School Run 

• Seek solutions to off-road parking problems at Paper Mill Lock 
 

Other Aspirations (a sample) 

 

• Seek to encourage more young people/parents to join Parish Council 

• Change approach to coppicing/clearance in Blakes Wood (National Trust) and Heather Hills (Essex Wildlife Trust) 

• Once complete, seek to distribute copies of Neighbourhood Plan to potential housebuyers through Agents 

• Seek more conspicuous house naming for delivery vehicles 
 

Demographics of Respondents 

 

The distribution by duration of time living in Little Baddow was very even – 

 

Less than 10 years 49 

10-19 years 51 

20-29 years 50 

30-39 years 42 

40 years or more 59 

 

The age skew towards the elderly was significant compared with the age distribution of residents at the last census: 
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It is possible that this skew is in part a result of the fact that those in retirement will have more time to complete lengthy surveys (26 respondents over 60 

yrs reported living with somebody materially younger in the house); or a result of the possibility that the population is continuing to live longer, with low 

turnover, reflecting the change in age distribution since the 2011 Census : 

 
 

However, our results should take account of the possibility that the views of the elderly are somewhat over-represented. 
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Appendix 1d – Survey of businesses 
LBNP Business Survey was hand delivered to 33 businesses in Little Baddow and where someone was available the neighbourhood plan, consultation 

process and need for input from all local stakeholders explained. 10 completed questionnaires shaded blue were returned 
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Appendix 1e – Consultation: list of Little Baddow Clubs and Societies  
‘Mini’ Questionnaire handed out by Keith at Hall Users Meeting 

 

WI (Also promoted by Margaret at meetings) 

FOBS (Friends of Bicknacre School) 

Tuesday Bridge Club 

Film Nights 

St Mary’s Church 

Scottish Dancing 

Sunday Lunch 

Little Baddow Bridge Club 

Heather Hills Bridge Club 

Arts society 

Flower Workshops 

Jackie Rymill 

Margaret – Parish Council List by email 

Angling Club  

Bell Ringers  

Brownies 

Cricket Club 

Essex Wildlife Trust 

Family History Group  

Little Baddow Society (Conservation and Historical Societies) 

Horticultural Society 

Little Baddow Community Care 

Open Group 

Ridge Runners (Presentation at Pavilion) 

Scouts, Cubs and Beavers 
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Appendix 1f – Survey on the importance of views in and around Little Baddow (15th May 2019) 
 

Review Following Parish Assembly, 15th May 2019 

The decision was made to use the occasion to engage residents present with progress on the Neighbourhood Plan, and specifically to consult on the 

significance attached to the assertion made in the previous VDS, and endorsed in the earlier NP Survey, that “the views in and around Little Baddow [Parish] 

are important”. 

The purpose was to involve residents, and to see if the views generally, or specific views, are what has driven the claim.  Residents were invited to observe a 

cycling presentation of 18 views and to vote for their 5 favourites. 

The attendance at the Parish Assembly was perhaps 60 people other than those manning stalls or providing refreshments.  We acquired 30 voting slips. 

The conclusion is clear: it is the presence of views generally that is valid, rather than that only a small number of the available views are dominating the 

perception. 

Why is this?  Here is the result of the vote: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Votes 

Photo 

Number 
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In a casual vote of this kind, to get such an even spread of votes is quite surprising. 

The 3 views garnering the highest votes were – 

• The view from near Little Baddow Lock towards St Mary’s Church.  This is a view familiar to all residents as it is almost the same as the view 

presented upon entry to the Parish from the direction of Boreham, which was the view used for the cover of the latest version of the Village Design 

Statement. 

• The view looking northwards from near the top of North Hill.  Again this is a familiar view, from the main road through the centre of the village, and 

close to the Village Hall. 

• The view looking North and East from the eastern boundary of Heather Hills.  This is a stunning panorama that is visible from the bridle path running 

down the east side of Heather Hills. It is approachable on several footpaths from different directions that are popular with walkers. 

Quite clearly, however, residents enjoy all the views and not just a few favourites. 
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Appendix 1g – Community drop-in event, November 2019 
 

In November 2019 we hosted a drop in event to gain feedback on our Vision, Aims and Objectives, and share some early ideas for policy statements.  Engagement on this 

continued via the website, magazine, film night and printed copies were left at various venues in the village. 

 

This document cannot be inserted as an Appendix but can be viewed on the Evidence & Engagement section of our website, or by clicking on this link:  Community drop in – 

draft policy statements 

 

Little Baddow Neighbourhood Plan
Draft Policy Statements

  

https://cdn.website-editor.net/s/ba29ed73758042188c2ba8a80c8b87d9/files/uploaded/Draft%2520Policy%2520Statement%2520Presentation%2520November%25202019_zKmxxWaJSOOtxoDnMjw1.pdf?Expires=1675178572&Signature=LUHSNJeZ3wzBeJDVwu0SPsGi85HjttdiKp1qetwvdNP2iLNvOkyTDEeKmaxX7mkIYjHsAQ6Koy9dZEb8-22KjU8fTOQOPE7qPhzX90FvcnBMLqJxlqUAvFwV-pBdAb1yBP72AWEGPdlQLMMbBbUUq-laImbl62gvNPHEjGPWCaMbLkoDWijqtxd9kxiKa55nmztikBjm3kQaAQy6Co~Aehq4QSBXsSuqlUd~x2FP17AEF012zrk5-iAXIXb4~F86E7PyQLBd-TkXdmWclxY6GAlKtGxqCTdTq~91zrYWTS60tRqTHM3KZodbzsvvxmyLM8ej0BItt1uL5aNdny-ePg__&Key-Pair-Id=K2NXBXLF010TJW
https://cdn.website-editor.net/s/ba29ed73758042188c2ba8a80c8b87d9/files/uploaded/Draft%2520Policy%2520Statement%2520Presentation%2520November%25202019_zKmxxWaJSOOtxoDnMjw1.pdf?Expires=1675178572&Signature=LUHSNJeZ3wzBeJDVwu0SPsGi85HjttdiKp1qetwvdNP2iLNvOkyTDEeKmaxX7mkIYjHsAQ6Koy9dZEb8-22KjU8fTOQOPE7qPhzX90FvcnBMLqJxlqUAvFwV-pBdAb1yBP72AWEGPdlQLMMbBbUUq-laImbl62gvNPHEjGPWCaMbLkoDWijqtxd9kxiKa55nmztikBjm3kQaAQy6Co~Aehq4QSBXsSuqlUd~x2FP17AEF012zrk5-iAXIXb4~F86E7PyQLBd-TkXdmWclxY6GAlKtGxqCTdTq~91zrYWTS60tRqTHM3KZodbzsvvxmyLM8ej0BItt1uL5aNdny-ePg__&Key-Pair-Id=K2NXBXLF010TJW
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Appendix 2 – Consultation (Regulation 14) 

Appendix 2a– Review of Consultation on Draft Plan, Autumn 2022 (Regulation 14) 
The draft Little Baddow Neighbourhood Plan was subjected to Regulation 14 review from 1st October to 12th November 2022.  This involved provision of the full Plan online; 

the issue of a leaflet to all households in Little Baddow inviting contributions; a series of three drop-in sessions at the Memorial Hall (the Village Hall) on 8th October, 18th 

October and 5th November; the ability to receive contributions either online or in printed form; and direct approaches to all statutory consultees requesting their input. 

 

Over 50 formal responses in all were received, of which 31 were from residents of Little Baddow Parish.  A full analysis of the results is set out below, but as will be seen the 

overall feedback was overwhelmingly supportive of the Plan as drafted, and only limited further work/changes to the draft are considered necessary. 

 

A:  Responses from Residents 
 

Respondents were invited to indicate their agreement or otherwise to individual proposed Policies, and separately to contribute if they wished with additional freeform 

text input. 

 

Proposed Policies – 

 

Support for the 14 draft Policies was overwhelming – 

LBNP 
Policy 

01 02 03a 03b 03c 03d 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 

               

Strongly Agree 
 

25 27 23 24 24 25 26 23 26 25 23 26 26 25 

Agree 
 

4 3 6 5 6 6 3 3 4 4 5 2 2 4 

“Neither”, or blank 
 

1 1 2 2 1 0 2 4 0 1 2 1 3 2 

Disagree 
 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Strongly Disagree 
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 2 0 0 

One respondent accounted for all “Strongly disagree” responses except one, meaning that only 3 respondents in total (< 10%) expressed any form of disagreement with any 

Policy. 
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Additional input – 

 

There were 7 supplementary inputs other than those just adding additional endorsement of the Plan.  Input included – 

 

• Concerns regarding the potential closure of Paper Mill Bridge (2) 

• The need for improved parking (on-road and at Paper Mill Lock) 

• The need to contain even minimal development within the “existing village boundary” 

• A view that downsizing is not practical in Little Baddow given the lack of amenities and public transport, and that there is not really a demand for small properties 

from young families. 

• That high priority should be given to super-fast broadband and effective mobile phone access. 

• Concerns regarding speed through the village. 

• A request for “character” street lighting. 

• The need to monitor Holybred Wood (to preserve its character). 

 

Of these, the Parish Council is active in (1) its determination to preserve the existing Paper Mill Bridge; (2) its attempts to find a solution to the inadequacy of parking at 

Paper Mill Lock; and (3) its aspiration to restart regular speedwatch sessions.  Evidence of the need for smaller properties was amply provided by the original detailed 

Survey at the start of the preparation of the Neighbourhood Plan.  In that survey, the preference of the majority of residents to avoid any street lighting was also clear.   

 

Conclusion 1:  There would therefore appear to be no change to the draft Neighbourhood Plan arising from the views of residents at this stage. 

 

B:  Responses from residents living outside the Parish 
 

Re proposed Policies - 

Respondents were invited to indicate their agreement or otherwise to individual proposed Policies, and separately to contribute if they wished with additional freeform 

text input. 

Support for 13 of the 14 draft Policies was clear – 

LBNP 
Policy 

01 02 03a 03b 03c 03d 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 

               

Strongly Agree 
 

7 8 5 5 4 4 6 5 5 7 6 6 6 0 

Agree 
 

3 2 4 4 4 4 4 3 5 3 4 4 4 0 
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“Neither”, or blank 
 

0 0 1 1 2 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 5 

Disagree 
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 

Strongly Disagree 
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

 

The only Policy that generated any disagreement was Policy LBNP11, which is this – 

 

 
 

The 5 respondents who disagreed or strongly disagreed with this Policy lived in diverse locations – Boreham, Gt. Notley, Gt. Dunmow, Danbury, and Chelmsford.  While all 5 

troubled to send in extended supplementary comments in relation to the other supported Policies (3 of which appeared to suggest some sharing of views and even text) 

none offered any amplification of the reason why they disagreed with this Policy.  An approach to the contributor who disagreed strongly with the Policy for amplification 

of their concerns has been unanswered.   

 

Conclusion 2:  Accordingly, and in the light of the overwhelming support for the Policy from residents of Little Baddow, there would not appear to be a material 

case for reconsideration of, or modification to, this Policy.  However, this conclusion needs to be reviewed by LBNP Steering Committee. 

 

At the Steering Committee Meeting held on 22nd November it was agreed to clarify the wording of this policy by deleting the word ‘for’ and amending the second 

sentence to read ‘Development proposals that access Protected Lanes will only be…..’ 
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Re additional input – 

 

Ten supplementary inputs were offered, extending over some 2500 words on 4 pages.  It is impossible to itemise them all, and what follows represents a summary of some 

key points.  The totality of what was written is available in a separate document on demand. 

 

1. More starter homes, homes for single residents, and single-storey accessible homes should all be prioritised in any proposals for development. 

2. More off-road parking is needed to free up laybys and country lanes.  Paper Mill car park problem needs sorting. 

3. More public car parks are needed to give bases for walkers and distribute traffic.  These need electric charging points and litter bins. 

4. More flood mitigation needed. 

5. Better mobile and broadband connectivity needed. 

 

While items 2 - 5 from this list may all be desirable, it is not clear that any could be formulated into separate Policies.  However, there is a case for LBNP Steering Committee 

to consider a minor modification to Policy LBNP05 to capture aspects of Item 1 (see below).  

 

The current draft Policy reads as follows – 

 

 
 

This could potentially be amended to read - 

 

“Proposals for the development of one and two bedroom properties that provide opportunities for starter homes, downsizing, or single storey accessible use will be 

supported where:” [the continuing as before]. 

 

 

Conclusion 3:  This possible modification should receive further consideration from LBNP Steering Committee 

 

Responses from Organisations 
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Because Organisations, or individuals speaking on behalf of them, all have radically different motivations, it is inappropriate to collate responses from them in any way, and 

they are here reviewed individually.  A separate document is available covering the full content of additional responses from Organisations. 

 

• Local pub: agrees or strongly agrees to all policies except LBNP10 (no opinion expressed) 

• Property Development Company representative (but lives locally): where commenting, has agreed or strongly agreed with policies, but has made extended 

representation in respect of potential development of land owned by himself on North Hill. 

• Agent for the above: agrees or strongly agrees to all policies. That said, submission is extensive, and unashamedly targeted at suggested changes which would make 

development of the land between Nurses Cottage and Winward on North Hill acceptable for development.  However, the submission does point out that there is no 

included map of the Defined Settlement Areas of Little Baddow, and the result is that references to “the existing built-up area” are ill-defined and arbitrary. 

 

Conclusion 4: that LBNP Steering Committee should consider modifications to overcome this deficiency. 

At the Steering Committee Meeting held on 22nd November it was agreed to include a map of the Defined Settlement Areas and amend the wording to delete the 

use of the term ‘existing built-up area’ and use ‘Defined Settlement Area’ instead. 

• Chelmsford City Council representative: strong expressions of support for the Plan and the underlying work that has been undertaken to bring it forward.  Has not 

completed any statements indicating agreement or otherwise to individual Policies, but the representative has previously indicated no issues related to them at this 

draft stage. 

• New Hall School representative: agrees or strongly agrees to all policies.  Supporting views include a number of items/aspirations that are not amenable to inclusion 

in the Neighbourhood Plan, but emphasises the value and importance of anything that helps to nurture younger people and families. 

• The Walthams Scout Group: agrees or strongly agrees to all policies except LBNP11 on which no view is expressed.  The representative sees the area as having rich 

biodiversity and good community facilities, both of which need protection. 

• M Day FX and Treasury Ltd: agrees or strongly agrees to all policies except LBNP11 on which it strongly disagrees.  There is no supplementary response related to 

this Policy.  The representative references “unsympathetic” design of developments at Stock village, and argues that this needs to be avoided in Little Baddow – 

with weatherboarding designs as appropriate. 

• Historic England: did not respond indicating agreement or otherwise to individual Policies.  While commenting that it does not feel it necessary to be involved in 

detail of the Plan, Historic England does commend “the detailed consideration of master planning issues on the 3 individual sites identified in the forthcoming Local 

Plan in the policy and supporting Design Code.  This approach, if backed up with co-design processes at detailed design stage, will undoubtedly help achieve a 

higher quality of development.” 

• The open Spaces Society: did not respond indicating agreement or otherwise to individual Policies.  Argues for the upgrading of public footpaths to bridleway 

status, to encourage horses and cyclists to use these as alternatives to roads.  Suggests the setting up of a forum of relevant parties including local landowners with 

this aim. 

• Anglian Water: did not respond indicating agreement or otherwise to individual Policies.  However, they note in relation to Policy LBNP02 that “the policy could 

express the opportunities that [Biodiversity Net Gain] can provide through contributing to multi-functional green infrastructure including the provision of SuDS as a 

nature-based solution to minimise surface water flooding.” 
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Conclusion 5: LBNP Steering Committee should review this suggestion. 

At the Steering Committee Meeting held on 22nd November it was agreed to include the additional wording recommended by Anglian Water to cover 

biodiversity gains from multi-functional green infrastructure and provision of SuDS.  
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Appendix 2b– Summary of comments – regulation 14 consultation 

Name Organisation Policy/ 
Section 

Comments NP Group Response 

Resident LBNP03 the prospect of closing Paper Mill Lock bridge is simply not going to 
work. The building of a new one whilst the current one remains open 
is the only solution. Furthermore, why can we not sort out the 
parking problems?    

Decision to sustain this bridge with no new bridge since made.  
Parish Council is pursuing all identified options for parking – see 
Policy LBNP04. 

Development 
site 

The owner of the land in the middle of North Hill has also offered 
to donate a large portion to the village, however the Parish have 
not responded. Is this not something the parish want to consider? 

 Land is outside of the Defined Settlement Boundary and 
development would be a breach of City Council Policies.  The 
Parish Council’s approach regarding this land has been agreed 
and reconfirmed over many years as being against proposals for 
its development.  Please see next response. 

Matthew 
Firth 

Granville Group Development 
site 

We own the parcel of land on North Hill, which is surrounded by 
houses, yet outside of the village envelope. The villagers and 
councillors have often accused of affecting wildlife, badgers, etc etc, 
all of which has been proven untrue. We are keen to do something 
for the village in the memory of my late father. We grew up in the 
village, and my mother lives there again now. The site could 
accommodate a large number of houses, however that is NOT our 
aim. What we have proposed to the Parish, albeit fallen on deaf ears, 
is that we donate a substantial portion of the site for a common area, 
with an annuity to maintain it at no cost to the council, facilitated by 
a couple of homes being built. If this is of interest, please do contact 
me. Our planning consultants will be in contact independently in 
respect of the usual formalities with respect the Neighbourhood and 
Local Plan. Thank you. 

Please see response above – this is the Consultation response 
from the landowner.  Other than a casual contact with one 
Councillor, no proposition has been received. 

Resident General This is a carefully thought out Neighbourhood Plan reflecting the 
interests of Little Baddow residents and the wider Essex community. 
It aims to preserve the unique character of the area to allow 
continued enjoyment by those who live here but also the many 
people who visit its remarkable woods, countryside and Paper Mill 
Lock. Thank you to all those who have been involved in its careful 
preparation. 

No response required. 
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Name Organisation Policy/ 
Section 

Comments NP Group Response 

Resident 
 

General Thank you to all those involved in the creation of this document and 
for your efforts in preserving our village community.      
LBNP05 - Firstly, all new development (which should be minimal) 
should be contained within the existing village boundary, there 
should be no 'development creep' permitted beyond this. Secondly, 
the views of Church & Hawes should not be ignored - downsizing may 
not really a practical option given the lack of public transport and 
local [walking distance] amenities in the village and there does not 
appear to be demand for 1&2 bedroom properties from young 
families either. Some further clarification on this point may be helpful 
before finalisation of the Plan.        

The initial Survey of residents revealed clearly that, while there 
was no demand for any form of social/affordable housing, there 
was material wish for smaller properties to provide for 
downsizing and young families with Parish connections (statistics 
appear in Report following that Survey).  The lack of public 
transport and other amenities within the Parish explain its 
categorisation as a “Small Settlement”, but many elderly 
residents continue to wish to stay here, and rely on private 
transport.  Difficulties for safe walking on parts of The Ridge are 
being addressed with Essex Highways – See Community Project 
05 

LBNP08 LBNP08 - every effort should be made to resist the construction of a 
replacement bridge as this is clearly linked to the proposal to develop 
Hammonds Farm and to accommodate a very significant increase in 
heavy and light vehicular traffic.          

Decision since made to sustain this bridge with no new bridge. 

Resident 
 

General / 
LBNP07 

As well as protection of the rural environment of the village (LBNP02) 
I consider the provision of a super-fast broadband network to the 
village (LBNP07) to be high priority. By facilitating home working and 
improving other online activities this may also have a welcome side 
effect of a small reduction in commuting and other traffic within the 
village. 

LBNP08 specifically addresses this need. 

Resident 
 

General Special thanks to the committee who put in so much time and effort 
in producing the Plan. 

No response required 

Resident 
 

General The speed through the village in many instances is in excess of 45mph 
and it is now essential that steps are taken to reduce the speed of 
vehicles, we should now introduce speed islands similar to those 
adopted in Molrams Lane, Sandon this would restrict the speed of 
traffic, If this is not done there will be a very serious accident, I have 
had some narrow escapes walking along the Ridge to Common Lane. 

Survey results of residents show mixed views with regard to 
“chicanes” and other constructed traffic calming measures.  
Community Project 04 addresses those identified measures that 
carry the support of residents and Essex Highways. 

Resident 
 

Natural 
Environment 

Could you please review the classification of some wooded areas in 
diagram 3. Some privately owned woodland has been classified as 
being of scientific interest while land owned by the woodland trust 
has not. The community may be better served if these classifications 
were swapped.  

The classifications in Map 3 are expertly assessed by others and 
are not amenable to arbitrary alteration by the Parish Council.  
Which plots are being referred to here is unclear. 
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Name Organisation Policy/ 
Section 

Comments NP Group Response 

Jenny 
Robinson 

Chelmsford 
Ciry Council 

General Chelmsford City Council welcomes the opportunity to record its 
support for the draft Little Baddow Neighbourhood Plan. This 
consultation stage meets the Parish Council obligations under 
Regulation 14 of The Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulations 
2012.     The Neighbourhood Plan Group is to be commended for its 
hard work. It identified key themes through community consultation 
and has thoroughly examined each of them leading to a 
comprehensive set of policies for future development and areas for 
protection in the Parish.  

No response required. 
 

Resident 
 

General My comments are intended to be considered across the categories, 
being general in nature for it is the fundamental components of the 
village upon which the essential and evolving character of Little 
Baddow is nurtured for the benefit of both its residents and those 
visiting, be for work or more likely leisure / social. The village is a 
recognised counterpoint to much if the surrounding / nearby areas 
and by ensuring balanced sustainable evolution it will continue to 
offer far more to the population of this part of the County than any 
attempts to undermine its intrinsic worth to the current and future 
generations. 

No response required. 

Elizabeth 
Murphy 

New Hall 
School 

General It is important to protecting the environment, woodlands, open 
spaces, views and rurality of the village.    
LBNP07: Community Facilities, that support the village feel, should be 
protected and enhanced.   It is important to nurture the next 
generation, the younger families in the area as well as the retired. A 
replacement of the school that closed in 1961 and toddler clubs will 
all help forge a community feel and engage your families in the area. 
A central coffee shop and farmers market would be beneficial.   
 6. Transport links to the train station is important for professionals 
moving to the area    
7. Protecting and enhancing footpaths, cycleways and bridleways is 
important.   Increasing the width of roads for safety reasons whilst 
maintaining the rural feel. Speed limits need to be adhered to for the 
safety of walkers, cyclists and horse riders.   Increased parking at 
papermill lock would be helpful although unsightly it would help 
protect other local roads. Papermill Lock is a go-to destination, for 
paddleboarding, canoeing and kayaking.    

Sadly, the Village lost its only remaining shop some years ago, 
and a new proprietor was not forthcoming.  A school would 
always be supported but given the demographics of this and 
neighbouring Parishes is unlikely.  A coffee shop and Farmers 
Market are both available in Danbury.  Public transport is highly 
restricted on financial grounds, necessitating private transport to 
Danbury or the Park-and-Ride facility at Great Baddow for access 
to Chelmsford. 
See also Community Projects 02, 04, and 05. 
Parish Council is pursuing all identified options for parking at 
Paper Mill Lock. 
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Name Organisation Policy/ 
Section 

Comments NP Group Response 

LBNP08 - Fast broadband is essential in the digital world, particularly 
with the rising number of residents working from home. 

Resident 
 

LBNP07 Policy LBNP08: communications: We do not support any future plans 
to place a telecoms/mobile phone mast near any schools. This is due 
to the fact that the long-term future impact on children's health has 
not yet been quantified. We feel that research into radiation emitted 
from phone masts is still very much in the early stages, and therefore 
cannot support any such plans, if there are any such plans in the 
future.  

A previous proposal for a high mast near Elm Green (Private) 
school was not supported.  The current science in relation to 
related radiation was fully investigated at that time.  The 
impending move to 5G technology will alter mast requirements.   

Resident 
 

Natural 
Environment 

Landscape & Environment - we consider it essential that Paper Mill 
Lock has all year parking as soon as possible.     

Policy LBNP04 addresses this aim. 

Communications Communications technology - we consider it essential that all the 
parish has mobile phone access commensurate with living in 2022. 

Policy LBNP08 addresses this. 

Resident 
 

LBNP01 LBNP01 - regard should be given to the mitigation of flooding through 
imaginative land management and planting initiatives.     

Road flooding only is an issue on occasion on Hammonds Road, 
on Church Road in Boreham  Parish and on Molrams Lane in 
Hatfield Peverel Parish.  Within the Parish there is little 
opportunity for mitigation on Hammonds Road which is the least 
problematical of these.  The Weir at Mill House is effectively 
maintained and the ditch adjacent to Hammonds Road is kept in 
good order. See also proposed additions to the Neighbourhood 
Plan suggested by Essex County Council, below. 

  LBNP06 LBNP06- opportunities should be sought to enhance community 
facilities that benefit the village and the wider locality 

LBNP06 relates to off-road parking. Standards.  LBNP07 appears 
relevant to this comment.  Sadly, the Village lost its only 
remaining shop some years ago, and a new proprietor was not 
forthcoming.  A school would always be supported but given the 
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demographics of this and neighbouring Parishes this is unlikely.  
A coffee shop and Farmers Market are both available in Danbury.   

Resident 
 

General 01: Any new buildings should, where possible, be in character with 
existing historic and rural architecture, such as low level, black 
weatherboard buildings and old-style brick/stone. Additional, small 
dwellings are needed as well as single-storey, accessible buildings and 
homes. There are not enough starter homes and homes for single-
person households. People with mobility issues and the elderly do not 
have enough provision.   More off-road parking is needed, to keep 
cars off laybys in country lanes.  
Road signage, historic landmarks signs and conservation/wildlife signs 
could be improved (maintenance, clarity and historic, village style).   
 02: Orchards and woodland areas should be increased and 
preserved, to support wildlife and biodiversity. It would be good to 
have conservation and wildlife information boards, for public interest 
and education   Flooding is a significant problem and more action 
needs to be taken to mitigate risks and to reduce the likelihood and 
impact of flooding of roads, paths and bridges in Little Baddow    
04: Paper Mill Lock is beautiful and a great community asset. The tow 
paths should be enhanced further with planting. A permanent car 
park solution is essential. There need to be more car parks, not just at 
Paper Mill Lock, but also in other parts of Little Baddow, to distribute 
traffic and to give walkers different starting points for the great 
country walks around the area. Car parks should have electric 
charging points and cycle racks; sustainability and environmental 
concerns should be a priority with developments. Car parks must 
have litter bins and dog waste bins.    
05: There are many retired people in Little Baddow who need 1-bed 
and 2-bed properties. Just as important, there needs to be small 
starter homes, so that the demographic of the village is more 
balanced and younger people and first time buyers are able to buy a 
property in the village.   
 06: Public transport is needed, particularly for those unable to drive 
or unable to afford a car. More off-road parking is needed, so that 
cars do not block country lanes and laybys and so that people can 
travel to the village to enjoy the countryside activities. Electric 

Little Baddow’s housing has developed over several hundred 
years and has an eclectic style, which is supported by the 
majority of residents.  The Design Guide sets out an approach 
intended to capture, reflect and maintain this.  LBNP05 
addresses the need for small homes.  LBNP06 refers to off-road 
parking. 
A wildlife information board has been installed at the entrance 
to Holybred Wood.  Road flooding only is an issue on occasion on 
Hammonds Road, on Church Road in Boreham  Parish and on 
Molrams Lane in Hatfield Peverel Parish.  Within the Parish there 
is little opportunity for mitigation on Hammonds Road which is 
the least problematical of these.  The Weir at Mill House is 
effectively maintained and the ditch adjacent to Hammonds 
Road is kept in good order. . See also proposed additions to the 
Neighbourhood Plan suggested by Essex County Council, below. 
LBNP04 addresses the problem of car parking at Paper Mill Lock.  
There are 6 other off-road car parks for visitors to the Parish and 
bins have been installed where the City Council has indicated 
collection is acceptable.  The initial Survey of residents revealed 
clearly that, while there was no demand for any form of 
social/affordable housing. .  Public transport is highly restricted 
on financial grounds, necessitating private transport to Danbury 
or the Park-and-Ride facility at Great Baddow for access to 
Chelmsford. 
Sadly, the Village lost its only remaining shop some years ago, 
and a new proprietor was not forthcoming, even though financial 
and some volunteer support was offered. Should a proposal for a 
shop emerge it would be supported. Re drinking taps, see 
Community Project 03.  Re mobile and broadband connectivity, 
see LBNP08.  Re Paper Mill Bridge, the decision to sustain this 
bridge with no new bridge has since been made. 
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charging points are needed.    
07: A village needs a shop/general store and support should be given 
for this and for local shops: cafe, farm shop, hairdressers, pharmacy. 
A health centre would be welcomed. To attract families and to 
provide local employment, the village needs more school places and 
sport and leisure facilities. Little Baddow should not become a 
dormitory village; community facilities are vital in Little Baddow. 
There are great walks in the area, but there are insufficient drinking 
taps, public toilets and safe footpaths off the lanes. The hedges and 
plants along the country lanes must be cut back regularly for the 
safety of walkers and cyclists.    
08: People work from home more now and it is a problem that there 
is not good mobile and broadband connectivity in Little Baddow. This 
needs to be enhanced. This would also help people who are 
housebound or unable to drive, who need online medical 
appointments, deliveries and social networks.    
09: The bridge is inadequate and needs to be repaired or rebuilt, with 
a footway included. Any replacement or repair needs to include 
better maintenance and an upgrade of the connecting rural lanes, 
with pothole repairs done promptly and more passing bays created 
for traffic. 

Resident 
 

LBNP01 LBNP01 – Character & Design – High quality contextual design   • 
Priority given to proposals for single storey buildings or maximum two 
storey buildings e.g. to provide smaller dwellings and more accessible 
dwellings for the elderly, starter homes, people with mobility issues • 
Support for on-plot parking set back from main building lines and 
screened. Due to the country lanes more on plot parking is needed to 
keep cars off laybys where possible. • Signage could be clearer (e.g. 
road names are blocked by overgrowth or not cleaned) and more 
opportunities should be taken to sign historic and wildlife features 
*New buildings to be in character with existing rural designs e.g. low 
black weatherboard buildings, feature brickwork  

This Consultation response restates thoughts set out in the 
response above. 
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LBNP02 LBNP02 Natural environment • To make recommendations/support 
initiatives for biodiversity/preservation of historic natural features 
(e.g. orchards, woodlands)/water features - brook and ponds. • To 
support any actions/initiatives/strategies to reduce flooding 

No response required 

LBNP03 LBNP 03 - Car parking at Paper Mill Lock • Paper Mill Lock is an asset 
to the local community and a permanent car park solution is essential 
• Litter management is important. More bins are needed. • Local 
residents would value improvements to the towpath and new tree 
planting. • Pressure would be taken off parking at Paper Mill Lock if 
there is more car parking elsewhere in Little Baddow e.g. for dog 
walkers and those using local facilities. It would be better to have 
more, small rural car parks. • Cycle racks are needed near to Paper 
Mill Lock. • Car Parks should include electric charging points. 

LBNP04 addresses the problem of car parking at Paper Mill Lock.  
There are 6 other off-road car parks for visitors to the Parish and 
bins have been installed where the City Council has indicated 
collection is acceptable.  Only 1 has a readily accessible power 
supply. Project 07 identifies 2 potential sites for charging points 
on Parish Council land. 
 

LBNP04 LBNP 04 - development of one or two bedroom properties • One and 
two bedroom properties are not just important for downsizing but 
they are also important to encourage younger people and first time 
buyers to the village, which has a very high proportion of retired 
people. 

No response required 

LBNP05 LBNP 05 - Off road parking standards • Parking standards are 
important but this should not compromise additional provision. 
Increased off road parking is essential because of the character of the 
narrow rural lanes and the lack of any public transport infrastructure 
in Little Baddow. • Support should be given for parking provision that 
has electric charging points • investment needs to be made in public 
transport 

Policies LBNP 05 and 06, and Project 07 refer.   

LBNP06 LBNP06 Community facilities • The sport field should be protected 
and more sport provision would be welcomed by the local 
community. • To request additional community facilities to support 
rural village life e.g. - village shop/café/local farm shop   - recreation – 
walking, fishing, riding, education - outdoor learning - orchard 
projects - small public car parks for walkers/church users - additional 
footpaths and cycle routes - footpath safety needs to be improved 
and enhancements made to tracks away from the road. Road side 
hedges and growth need to be cut back more effectively and regularly 
for the safety of the walkers and cyclists on the country lanes.      - 

The sports field is owned by the Parish Council and there are 
considered to be no risks to its continuation. 
Sadly, the Village lost its only remaining shop some years ago, 
and a new proprietor was not forthcoming, even though financial 
and some volunteer support was offered. Should a proposal for a 
shop emerge it would be supported.  Re drinking taps, see 
Community Project 03. 
Re community facilities, LBNP07 refers. 
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public transport - more hall space for local community use - local 
employment opportunities - there needs to be more public toilet 
facilities, especially to improve accessibility for all and to allow 
families to make better use of the countryside and leisure facilities 
available in Little Baddow. - Medical facilities, healthcare centre and 
pharmacy are needed. - More drinking water points and water bottle 
refill points are needed for walkers and cyclists 

LBNP07 LBNP 07 – Communication technology • Mobile and broadband 
connectivity is important for modern needs and especially working 
from home and people who are housebound. 

LBNP08 addresses communications technology (LBNP07 refers to 
community facilities). 

LBNP08 LBNP 08 – Paper Mill Lock Bridge • The bridge must be replaced or 
repaired and needs to function for realistic traffic needs, while being 
sensitive to the rural setting. • Any replacement or repair needs to 
include provision for footways • Any replacement or repair needs to 
include better maintenance and upgrade of the connecting rural lanes 
e.g. pothole repairs, passing bays 

LBNP09 refers to Paper Mill Lock bridge.  Decision to sustain this 
bridge with no new bridge since made.   

Resident 
 

LBNP01 1. LBNP01 - I think that buildings need to reflect the character of the 
area and existing buildings. Parking should be considered - could 
parking be allocated off the lanes?    

There are 6 other off-road car parks for visitors to the Parish and 
bins have been installed where the City Council has indicated 
collection is acceptable.  The Parish Council has no ability to 
restrict roadside parking – where roadside congestion has 
occurred Essex Highways has introduced roadside parking 
restrictions, 

LBNP02 2. LBNP02 - I do worry about flooding and thin this needs to be 
considered, especially in light of recent weather patterns.    

Road flooding only is an issue on occasion on Hammonds Road, 
on Church Road in Boreham  Parish and on Molrams Lane in 
Hatfield Peverel Parish.  Within the Parish there is little 
opportunity for mitigation on Hammonds Road which is the least 
problematical of these.  The Weir at Mill House is effectively 
maintained and the ditch adjacent to Hammonds Road is kept in 
good order. . See also proposed additions to the Neighbourhood 
Plan suggested by Essex County Council, below. 

LBNP03 4. LBNP 03 - with more people, there will be more litter. Are there 
enough bins? Cycle racks might be a good idea as this would 
encourage less people to drive. It might also be good to have charging 
points for electric cars and vans.    

Bins have been installed where litter arises and the City Council 
has indicated collection is acceptable.  Re charging points, only 1 
of the public car parks has a readily accessible power supply. 
Project 07 identifies 2 potential sites for charging points on 
Parish Council land. 
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LBNP04 5. LBNP 04 - we should think about young people/couples and that 
they need smaller homes to be able to afford them.    
 

LBNP05 refers. 

LBNP05 6. LBNP 05 - as above (see also my point about charging points), I feel 
that parking should be off-road as the lanes are a little narrow. What 
bus routes serve the area and can they be altered to support locals?    

The Parish Council has no ability to restrict roadside parking – 
where roadside congestion has occurred Essex Highways has 
introduced roadside parking restrictions,  The existing highly 
restricted public transport within the Parish is lightly used and 
the City Council has indicated that further provision cannot be 
justified, but Project 06 addresses this issue. 

LBNP06 7. LBNP06 – can the sports field be used more by locals? It would also 
be wonderful to have a small local café or shop to encourage support 
of the community, as well as being mindful of sustainability. Is the 
orchard suitable to support this? Cycle paths/paths for pedestrians  
would be a fantastic addition, once again supporting the 
environment. With local housing increasing, we need to consider how 
those people will be served by the NHS – what provision had been 
suggested?       

Sadly, the Village lost its only remaining shop some years ago, 
and a new proprietor was not forthcoming, even though financial 
and some volunteer support was offered. Should a proposal for a 
shop emerge it would be supported.   
On the Sports Field only the cricket square is cordoned off.  The 
field is used and maintained by a Committee of principal users.  
The Parish enjoys an extensive range of off-road footpaths, and 
Project 05 relates to additional provision adjacent to key roads. 
There is no forecast material increase in housing within the 
Parish.  The local GP practice in Danbury is acknowledged to be 
under acute pressure but this is not a matter for the Little 
Baddow Neighbourhood Plan. 

LBNP07 8. LBNP 07 – does the area have sufficient broadband width to 
support locals?    

Policy LBNP08 refers. 

LBNP08 9. LBNP 08 – I feel strongly that the bridge should be replaced to 
accommodate increased footfall. Also, we need to plan, as noted 
above, for pedestrians. 

Decision to sustain this bridge with no new bridge since made 

Resident 
 

LBNP01 LBNP01: Priority to be given to provide smaller properties for younger 
families and help people to get onto the housing ladder. These can be 
in keeping with the rural setting. Screened parking in the areas are 
needed.   

Policy LBNP05 refers. 

LBNP02 LBNP02: Strongly support the initiatives for biodiversity, woodland 
preservation and sustainability. It is essential that strategies are put in 
place to reduce flooding     

Road flooding only is an issue on occasion on Hammonds Road, 
on Church Road in Boreham  Parish and on Molrams Lane in 
Hatfield Peverel Parish.  Within the Parish there is little 
opportunity for mitigation on Hammonds Road which is the least 
problematical of these.  The Weir at Mill House is effectively 
maintained and the ditch adjacent to Hammonds Road is kept in 
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good order.  See also proposed additions to the Neighbourhood 
Plan suggested by Essex County Council, below. 

LBNP03 LBNP04: Extra parking at Paper Mill lock is needed. It would be 
helpful if there were cycle racks and electric charging points available.     

The parking provision at Paper Mill Lock is on private land and 
the Parish Council cannot control the provision of facilities there.  
Little Baddow’s rural lanes are extensively used by cyclists 

LBNP04 LBNP05: Priority should be given to provide smaller properties for 
younger families and help people to get onto the housing ladder.     
LBNP06: Increased off-road parking is vital for the area. The roads are 
narrow and it is dangerous to park along these roads. Walking routes 
and cycleways need to be maintained and foliage kept under control. 
It would be helpful for public transport links into the city and electric 
charging points to be available.      

Policy LBNP05 and Project 07 refer. 
The Parish Council has no ability to restrict roadside parking – 
where roadside congestion has occurred Essex Highways has 
introduced roadside parking restrictions. 
The Parish Council has a Footpaths Officer, and issues of 
maintenance are addressed whenever problems are reported. 

LBNP06 LBNP07: There needs to be an increase in local facilities. The sports 
field needs to be preserved from development. Additional facilities 
such as a farm shop, cafe, doctors surgery and public toilets.     

The sports field is owned by the Parish Council and there are 
considered to be no risks to its continuation, or of development 
there.  The Parish is served by a Surgery in Danbury, and the 
population of Little Baddow does not justify a separate surgery.  
Sadly, the Village lost its only remaining shop some years ago, 
and a new proprietor was not forthcoming, even though financial 
and some volunteer support was offered. Should a proposal for a 
shop emerge it would be supported. 

LBNP07 LBNP08: Broadband connection in the area is essential. No response required. 

Resident 
 

LBNP01 LBNP01 - I feel on-site parking should be a priority to reduce cars 
parking along verges/within lay-bys.    

Policy LBNP06 refers. 

LBNP02 LBNP02 - I support all measures to reduce the impact of flooding 
within the area.   

No response required. 

LBNP03 LBNP04 - Paper Mill Lock was an asset to Little Baddow, however the 
lack of car parking is now causing too much disruption. A solution is 
essential. I also think a focus should be on coping with litter and other 
issues generated by the number of people using this area. More car 
parking in other areas of Little Baddow would also help as it would 
provide alternatives for regular users/walkers.   

Policy LBNP04 refers.  There are 7 off-road car parks for visitors 
to the Parish and bins have been installed where the City Council 
has indicated collection is acceptable.   
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LBNP04 LBNP05 - As well as downsizing, one and two bed properties can 
attract younger people/first time buyers into the area. This is 
important for an area with a large proportion of retired people.    

No response required 

LBNP05 LBNP06 - While I support the principle of this proposal, any standards 
should not compromise the ability to increase off-road parking in the 
area. The priority should be to removing parking from roads and 
laybys/passing places.    

Nothing in Policy LBNP06 should inhibit off-road parking.  The 
objective is to ensure that any ad hoc development does not 
generate either more on-road parking or obtrusive and 
inappropriate impact on the character of the area 

LBNP06 LBNP07 - Further community facilities would be beneficial. As well as 
protecting these, further facilities should be encouraged e.g. 
village/farm shop, cafe, additional footpaths/cycle paths, more hall 
space, pharmacy/medical facilities, public toliets 

No response required. 

LBNP09 LBNP011 - While I appreciate the desire to protect these lanes, 
developments that lead to  improvements within Little Baddow and 
improved access along these lanes should be allowed e.g. off-road 
parking, community facilities etc 

This is a minority view, considered more fully in the main Report 
following the Consultation. 

Resident 
 

LBNP01 LBNP01: There should be more signage to highlight important historic 
features and all signage should be visible. I support the provision of 
more on plot parking because of the need to keep cars off the laybys 
when possible. Ensuring that buildings fit in with existing rural designs 
will help to maintain the character of the area.     

No response required. 

LBNP02 LBNP02: Flooding is a significant problem, so any action to reduce this 
should be supported and will have a positive impact on the local area. 
Preserving the natural environment and historic features, such as the 
orchards, is important.    
 

Road flooding only is an issue on occasion on Hammonds Road, 
on Church Road in Boreham  Parish and on Molrams Lane in 
Hatfield Peverel Parish.  Within the Parish (the catchment area of 
the Neighbourhood Plan) there is little opportunity for mitigation 
on Hammonds Road which is the least problematical of these.  
The Weir at Mill House is effectively maintained and the ditch 
adjacent to Hammonds Road is kept in good order.  See also 
proposed additions to the Neighbourhood Plan suggested by 
Essex County Council, below. 
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LBNP03 LBNP04: Paper Mill Lock is an important location for meeting and 
socialising, which helps to bring the community together. However, it 
is often difficult to find parking, so a permanent car parking solution 
would be extremely helpful. Additionally, having other small rural car 
parks for people visiting the area to use other local facilities would 
also help to reduce the demand for parking at Paper Mill Lock. 
Providing electric charging points in car parks is also important to 
meet the demands of the future and to encourage environmentally 
responsible car ownership.   

Policy LBNP04 refers.  There are 7 off-road car parks for visitors 
to the Parish. Community Project 07 addresses charging points at 
the only locations owned by the Parish Council where a power 
supply is available. 

LBNP04 LBNP05: Providing more smaller homes (one or two bedrooms) will 
create opportunities for younger people and first time buyers to join 
the community and share in the beauty of the area and having 
diversity within a community is important.    

No further response needed. 

LBNP05 LBNP06: There should be additional funding for public transport to 
help the local community and to reduce the demand for parking. 
More car parks with electric charging points is also important to meet 
the demands of the future and to encourage environmentally 
responsible car ownership, so this should be supported.    
 

The existing highly restricted public transport within the Parish is 
lightly used and the City Council has indicated that further 
provision cannot be justified, but Project 06 addresses this issue. 

LBNP06 LBNP07: There should be more local facilities which help to create 
opportunities for locals and ensure a vibrant rural village life and a 
strong sense of community, such as a village shop, as well as 
opportunities for outdoor learning and recreational pursuits such as 
riding and fishing. Toilets facilities should also be provided so that 
people who need access to toilets, such as families, are not deterred 
from enjoying the countryside and making use of the leisure facilities 
in the area. Walking is popular and can be encouraged and supported 
with more footpaths and better maintenance of roadside hedges to 
make footpaths safer. More medical facilities and a pharmacy will 
improve people's wellbeing and having more hall space for local 
community use and more local employment opportunities will help to 
sustain the community in the future.    
 

Sadly, the Village lost its only remaining shop some years ago, 
and a new proprietor was not forthcoming, even though financial 
and some volunteer support was offered. Should a proposal for a 
shop emerge it would be supported.   
Toilet facilities are provided at Paper Mill Lock.  The Parish has an 
extensive range of public footpaths and a free map is available 
for walkers when the Memorial Hall is open or otherwise in 
advance from the Parish Clerk.  The Memorial Hall has a large 
and smaller room available for hire, and St Andrews Room is a 
further Hall likewise available.   
The Parish is served by a Surgery in Danbury, and the population 
of Little Baddow does not justify a separate surgery.   

LBNP07 LBNP 08: To meet the demands of a modern world and the needs of 
an increasing number of people who are required to work from 
home, good mobile and broadband connectivity is essential. Without 

Policy LBNP08 refers. No further response required. 
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good internet access, many people become isolated, particularly 
those who are housebound.    

LBNP08 LBNP09: It is vital that the bridge is repaired or replaced to meet 
traffic needs. However, this should be done in a way that is sensitive 
to the rural setting and there must also be repairs to connecting 
lanes, particularly repairs to potholes and improving passing bays. 
Repairs should incorporate the provision of footways to improve 
access to the area. 

The decision to sustain this bridge with no new bridge since 
made.  Parish Council is pursuing all identified options for 
parking – see Policy LBNP04.  Pothole repairs are undertaken by 
Essex County Council who do regularly repair road damage on 
the key routes to and within the Parish.  Project 05 addresses the 
issue of footways. 

Resident 
 

LBNP03 LBNP 04 - Paper Mill Lock is a wonderful asset for the local 
community and local residents and a permanent car park solution is 
essential for safety and use of this area. Although more refuse 
options/bins are needed, particularly and these need to be regularly 
emptied in the summer months when residents picnic in this area. it 
would also be helpful if there were more smaller rural car parks in 
and around this area, alongside cycle racks to support local residents 
using this space. 

Policy LBNP04 refers.  There are 7 off-road car parks for visitors 
to the Parish. Bins have been installed where litter arises and the 
City Council has indicated collection is acceptable. 

Philip 
Wilson 

The Walthams 
Scout Group 

LBNP01 LBNP01 - Off-road residential parking is to be favoured over on-street 
parking. It is essential that the rural character of Little Baddow be 
retained.      
 
  

Re off-road parking, Policy LBNP06 refers.   

LBNP02 LBNP02 - Little Baddow parish is rich in bio-diversity, particularly 
given the river eco-systems. The quality of this environment must be 
protected and enhanced.    

No further response needed. 

LBNP06 Currently, Little Baddow is well served for community facilities. Again, 
this needs to be protected and enhanced. Paper Mill Lock is a 
recreation destination attracting visitors from across the lcoal area. 
The site needs to be well managed and run and car parking is 
essential. 

Policy LBNP04 refers. 
 

Resident 
 

LBNP08 Bridge. Inadequate - needs to be replaced with a wider, 2 lane bridge 
plus pedestrian access     

The decision to repair and sustain the bridge has since been 
made by Essex Highways, in line with the preferences of a clear 
majority of residents in the Parish. 
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LBNP07 COVID taught us all the importance of modern connectivity. Essential 
to invest and modernise   
 

Policy LBNP08 refers - No further response needed. 

LBNP06 Community. Keep the sports field (Stock just lost its), support rural 
life with facilities including car parking, public transport, toilets, 
transportation     

Current users of the sports field sustain the maintenance of the 
facility which is not under threat. 

LBNP05 Parking Pls consider parking bays with electrical supply. It's the future     
 

Community Project 07 addresses charging points at the only 
locations owned by the Parish Council where a power supply is 
available. 

LBNP04 we need smaller, starter homes    
 

Policy LBNP05 refers – no further response needed. 

LBNP03 Mill Lock Maybe add cycle racks and a formal car park - it's a mess 
right now   
 

Paper Mill Lock car parking is on private land.  Policy LBNP04 
indicates that proposals for appropriate improvement to car 
parking would be supported. 

LBNP02 Consider flooding. It's such a low-lying area. Support anything 
encouraging biodiversity - woodlands, ponds, orchards   
 

Road flooding only is an issue on occasion on Hammonds Road, 
on Church Road in Boreham  Parish and on Molrams Lane in 
Hatfield Peverel Parish.  Within the Parish there is little 
opportunity for mitigation on Hammonds Road which is the least 
problematical of these.  The Weir at Mill House is effectively 
maintained and the ditch adjacent to Hammonds Road is kept in 
good order. See also proposed additions to the Neighbourhood 
Plan suggested by Essex County Council, below. 

LBNP01 Character & Design Pls keep character. Stock has been plagued by 
unsympathetic designs (the modern take of Georgian vs classical), 
encourage weatherboarding designs - they're in keeping 

Little Baddow’s housing has developed over several hundred 
years and has an eclectic style, which is supported by the 
majority of residents.  The Design Guide sets out an approach 
intended to capture, reflect and maintain this.  LBNP05 
addresses the need for small homes.  LBNP06 refers to off-road 
parking. 
 

Resident 
 

General Maintaining the rural nature of Little Baddow and its separation from 
Chelmsford is important. Improvements in parking at Paper Mill Lock 
are needed. The Paper Mill bridge should be repaired/strengthened. 
Any road improvements should not encourage more through traffic 
or goods vehicles. Better public transport is required.   Any new low 

Paper Mill Lock car parking is on private land.  Policy LBNP04 
indicates that proposals for appropriate improvement to car 
parking would be supported.  The decision to repair and sustain 
the bridge has since been made by Essex Highways. The existing 
highly restricted public transport within the Parish is lightly used 
and the City Council has indicated that further provision cannot 
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scale housing should have ample off road parking. The open view 
across the valley should be maintained. 

be justified, but Project 06 addresses this issue.  Policy LBNP06 
addresses the issue of off-road parking for any new 
development. 

Edward 
Gittins 

Edward Gittins 
& Associates 

  We wishh to register detailed comments and/or modifications in 
relation to Policiees LBNP03, LBNP 05 and LBNP 07.  These are 
submitted as per the attached document.  Our suggested 
modifications are:    

 

 1.   Define a currently absent Settlement Boundary within the LBNP to 
include land at North Hill shown in red in Annex EGA 1.   

Submitted on behalf of the landowner of the affected plot.  The 
existing Defined Settlement Areas have been reconfirmed by City 
Council. 

 2.  Amend Policy LBNP 03 Local Green Spaces to read:  c) Jubilee Seat 
and Lane west of North HIll - based on the proposed Local Green 
Space area shownn in green in Annex EGA1. 

Policy subsequently removed following feedback on existing 
protection of sites 

LBNP04 3.  Amend Policy LBNP 05 Development of one and two bed 
properties - to read a) they are within or adjacent to the Settlement 
Boundary 

To add “or adjacent to” would enable creeping development and 
progressive enlargement of The Defined Settlement Areas.  
Technically the affected plot is not adjacent to the Defined 
Settlement Area as there is a narrow strip outside the Defined 
Settlement Area within the garden of the neighbouring property. 

Resident 
 

LBNP06 It would be very advantagious to have some street lighting.  In the 
winter after approximately 5pm - 6pm it is pitch dark and very 
difficult to walk anywhere.  It also makes driving difficult and 
pedestrians are very hard to see, it would be wonderful from a safety 
point of view to have some form of lighting.  I know the usual street 
lighting can be unattractive but some character lanterns in keeping 
with the village would be most welcome. 

The views of residents in regard to street lighting were obtained 
in both the Village Design Statement and Neighbourhood Plan 
surveys.  It is not supported by a majority. 

Resident 
 

General Remain extremely concerned over the 'proposed' Paper Mill Lock 
Bridge and the 'new ????' on Hammonds Road.  I expect both are 
needed for either to happen so need to focus on stopping these.  
Holybred Wood also needs to be monitored to maintain its natural 
character 

The decision to repair and sustain the existing bridge has since 
been made.  The potential development on Hammonds Farm has 
been the subject of multiple objections and a petition.  Holybred 
Wood is monitored by a Volunteer Warden. 

Resident 
 

General I support the content in the Little Baddow Neighbourhood Plan No further response needed. 
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Name Organisation Policy/ 
Section 

Comments NP Group Response 

Edward 
James 

Historic 
England 

General We welcome the production of this neighbourhood plan, in particular 
commending the detailed consideration of masterplanning issues on 
the three individual sites identified in the forthcoming Local Plan in 
the policy and supporting Design Code. This approach, if backed up 
with co-design processes at detailed design stage, will undoubtedly 
help achieve a higher quality of development.  
 
Upon review of the plan as a whole, however, we do not consider it 
necessary for Historic England to be involved in the detailed 
development of your strategy at this time. We would refer you to our 
advice on successfully incorporating historic environment 
considerations into your neighbourhood plan, which can be found 
here:<https://historicengland.org.uk/advice/planning/plan-
making/improve-your-neighbourhood/>.  

No further response needed. 

Lesley 
Michelmore 

Danbury Parish 
Council 

General Danbury Parish Council has asked me to write to inform you of its 
support for the Little Baddow Neighbourhood Plan 

No further response needed. 

Malcolm 
Lees 

Member of the 
Open Spaces 
Society 

General I am in favour of this Plan and may I suggest the Plan includes ;   
'improvements to the Public Rights of Way (PROWs) in the Parish, 
including converting existing PROWs to Bridleways where possible 
and desirable, and adding to the PROW network in the Parish new 
Bridleways, to encourage off-road use by equestrians and cyclists 
wherever possible and desirable'.    The narrow roads and lanes in the 
Parish make it highly desirable to avoid accidents amongst the most 
vulnerable users of thoroughfares. It is unfortunate, but 
understandable, that drivers of vehicles and local residents who are 
car drivers find it frustrating travelling behind slow-moving road users 
such as riders of horses and cycles. It makes sense - for the benefit of 
all - to help protect such vulnerable users and get them off the 
narrow lanes and roads wherever possible.   This, of course, calls for 
the cooperation of landowners. So I suggest a forum is set up of local 
landowners and other interested parties eg the Essex Bridleways 
Association  www.essexbridleways.co.uk) and Sustrans 
(www.sustrans.org.uk) to work out how the additional PROWs and 
enhancements to existing PROWs can be achieved.   I hope this is of 
assistance and I commend your excellent work in producing this plan.   

This suggestion has not itself been subject to Cosultation with 
residents.  There is an ongoing issue over the use of off-road 
cycles in inappropriate and occasionally dangerous ways, and 
racing bikes for road use cannot be diverted off-road.  Agreed to 
advise the Parish Council of the suggestion. 
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Name Organisation Policy/ 
Section 

Comments NP Group Response 

Malcolm Lees MBE   Member of the Open Spaces Society 
(www.oss.org.uk) 

Corben 
Hastings 

Natural 
England 

General Natural England does not have any specific comments on this 
Neighbourhood Plan Presubmission. 

No further response required 

Tessa 
Sanders 

Anglian Water LBNP02  Commentary on the Neighbourhood Plan: 
Policy LNBP02 Natural environment – we welcome the approach to 
secure Biodiversity Net Gain and mitigation for loss of natural 
environment features. However, the policy could express the 
opportunities that BNG can provide through contributing to multi-
functional green infrastructure including the provision of SuDS as a 
nature-based solution to minimise surface water flooding. 
Policy LBNP06: Off-road parking standards - we support the policy 
recommendation that permeable surfacing and SuDS techniques 
should be incorporated wherever possible to minimise surface water 
run-off. We are aware that with more people opting for more paved 
and decked areas in their gardens we are seeing less green areas, 
particularly in heavily populated areas, but it can also cause problems 
in less populated areas too. This means rainwater has nowhere to go, 
increasing the amount of water travelling into the sewer which can 
then cause flooding. We therefore advocate the use of natural 
drainage and SuDS to minimise surface water run-off from existing 
properties and new development as part of the solution to protect 
our sewer newtork. 
Design Guide: we welcome the reinforcement in the Design Guide for 
permeable surfaces to minimise the risk of surface water run-off 
given that the provision of on plot parking is stated to be 'highly 

desirable'. 
 

Response from Anglian Water offers support for the existing 
Neighbourhood Plan wording.   
 
Specific suggestion regarding Policy LBNP02 agreed 
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Name Organisation Policy/ 
Section 

Comments NP Group Response 

Kevin 
Fraser 

Essex County 
Council 

Glossary ECC recommend the definition of Development Plan in the 
Glossary of Terms should be amended to read:  
  

A document setting out the local planning authority’s 

policies and proposals for the development and use of land 

and buildings in the authority’s area. For Little Baddow, this 

includes the Chelmsford Local Plan, Essex Minerals Local 

Plan, Essex and Southend-on Sea Waste Local Plan and 

`made’ Neighbourhood Plans., once made, form part of the 

Development Plan.  

 

Suggested amendment accepted 

Section 2 – The 
Development 
Plan 

ECC is the Mineral and Waste Planning Authority (MWPA) for 
the Plan area.  Although Neighbourhood Plans should not seek 
to establish policy for minerals and waste land uses, they 
should include context on such matters, as relevant to the 
area. It is recommended that such recognition is given to the 
adopted Minerals and Waste Local Plans as part of paragraph 
2.10 and suggested text is provided below:  
  

Essex County Council is the Minerals and Waste Authority 

for the Neighbourhood Plan area and is responsible for the 

production of mineral and waste local plans. The 

Development Plan in Little Baddow therefore also comprises 

of the Essex Minerals Local Plan 2014 (MLP) and the Essex 

and Southend-on-Sea Waste Local Plan 2017 (WLP). These 

plans set out the policy framework within which minerals 

and waste planning applications are assessed. They also 

contain policies which safeguard known mineral bearing 

land from sterilisation, and existing, permitted and 

Suggested amendment accepted 
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Name Organisation Policy/ 
Section 

Comments NP Group Response 

allocated mineral and waste infrastructure from proximal 

development which may compromise their operation.  

 
Objectives ECC recommend reference is also made to biodiversity given 

its reference in the `Our Vision’ (paragraph 3.3) and Policy 
LBNP02: Natural Environment.  
  

Objective 2: The Natural Environment To conserve and 

enhance Little Baddow’s multifunctional natural 

environment with its open green spaces, biodiversity, 

woodlands and wild places protected, and enable safe 

access for the public. To promote the management of our 

own private spaces to benefit the natural environment.   

 

Objective 4 is amended to make reference to the 

contribution made by the setting of designated and non-

designated heritage assets consistent with National 

Planning Policy Framework, paragraph 194 and Section 8 – 

Heritage Assets.   

 

Suggested amendment accepted 

LBNP01 Proposals for new development in the Little Baddow 

Neighbourhood Plan Area shall be based upon a design-led 

approach having regard to the Little Baddow Design Guide 

and the Essex Design Guide underpinned by good practice 

principles and reflecting a thorough site appraisal   

 

Suggested amendment accepted 

 Proposals for large-scale developments (ten or more 

homes) are encouraged to submit their schemes for 

Suggested amendment accepted 
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Name Organisation Policy/ 
Section 

Comments NP Group Response 

evaluation under the Livewell Accreditation Scheme or to 

prepare a Health Impact Assessment.  

LBNP02 ECC recommend paragraph 5.32 is amended to read:  
  

By incorporating multifunctional green infrastructure into 

proposals, integrating this with existing green 

infrastructure within and adjoining the village, 

developments can make a positive contribution to Little 

Baddow’s rural and landscape character, biodiversity, the 

connectivity of designated sites and green spaces for 

wildlife, plant species and people, and reduce recreational 

pressure on protected and sensitive habitats.  

  

In addition, ECC recommend an additional criterion is added 
to Policy LBNP02 -Natural Environment to refer to 
multifunctional green and blue infrastructure. ECC considers 
this important given the nature of the Plan area and the use 
made of the Chelmer and Blackwater navigation for 
recreation use.  
  

Development will be required, where appropriate, to 

contribute towards the delivery of new green and blue 

infrastructure which develops and enhances a network 

of multi-functional spaces and natural features.  

 

Suggested amendment accepted 

  Community 
Project 02 

ECC recommend that the paragraph is amended to ensure 
proposals `have regard to’ to ensure it is justified and effective.  
  

Suggested amendment accepted 
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Name Organisation Policy/ 
Section 

Comments NP Group Response 

Where new routes or improvements to existing routes are 

provided, they should have regard to accord with best 

practice design principles including…….  

 
Section 5 – 
Natural 
Environment 

Consequently, ECC recommend the parish council considers 
incorporating a policy regarding flood and water management 
into Regulation 16 of the Plan. An example is provided from 
the `made’ Wickham Bishops Neighbourhood Plan.  
  

New Development and Flood Risk  

  

Development proposals should take account of the 

relationship between the site concerned and the drainage 

and water disposal profile of the neighbourhood area 

taking into account the current and future impacts of 

climate change so as to avoid, where possible, flood risk to 

people and property.   

  

Development proposals will not be supported in areas at 

highest risk from surface water flooding. As appropriate to 

their scale, nature and location, development proposals 

should incorporate sustainable drainage principles to 

ensure that flood risk will not be increased either on or off 

site.   

  

All new development proposals should be safe and flood 

resilient for their lifetime. In addition to their role in 

providing water management measure, and where 

practicable, sustainable drainage systems should be 

Suggested amendment accepted albeit with new positioning 
within the Neighbourhood Plan. 
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Name Organisation Policy/ 
Section 

Comments NP Group Response 

designed to be multi-functional and deliver benefits for 

wildlife, amenity and landscape. Surface water runoff from 

new developments should be discharged in a self-contained 

fashion and to appropriate standards in place at the time of 

the determination of the planning application concerned.  

 

 LBNP06 – off 
road parking 
standards 

ECC recommend paragraph 1 is amended to read:  
  

Any new residential parking to be provided, whether in new 

development or through additional provision associated 

with alterations or extensions to existing development, is 

required to have regard to be in accordance with the Essex 

Parking Standards (or any subsequent update to this) and 

the design principles established in the Essex Design Guide 

and the Chelmsford Making Places SPD.  

 

Suggested amendment accepted 

LBNP08 – 
Communication 
Technology 

ECC recommend Policy LBNP08 is revised to support future 
proofing digital connectivity and high-quality mobile coverage 
for all homes and businesses.  

Proposals for new developments or expansion of existing 

properties should be capable of receiving high speed and 

reliable mobile and broadband connectivity. Where 

connectivity is not currently available suitable ducting that 

can accept superfast broadband, fixed line gigabit-cable 

broadband and/or 5G connectivity should be provided to 

the public highway or other suitable location.   

 

Suggested amendment accepted 
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Name Organisation Policy/ 
Section 

Comments NP Group Response 

LBNP10 ECC recommend an amendment is made to Criteria 1, 
consistent with the suggested amendment to Objective 4, 
referencing the `setting’ of heritage assets and consistent with 
NPPF, paragraph 194.  Amend Criteria 1 to read:  
  

Proposals for development shall preserve and enhance 

designated heritage assets and their setting 

Suggested amendment accepted 

Glossary ECC recommend the following amendments to terms in the 
Glossary:  
  

Infrastructure – to be consistent with the definition in 

paragraph 6.70 supporting Chelmsford Local Plan Strategic 

Policy S10 – Securing Infrastructure and Impact Mitigation of 

the Chelmsford Local Plan  

  

The term infrastructure can include any structure, building, 

system facility and/or provision required by an area for its 

social and/or economic function and/or wellbeing including 

(but not exclusively): footways, cycleways, bridleways and 

highways; public transport; drainage, SuDs and flood 

protection; waste recycling facilities; education and 

childcare; healthcare; sports, leisure and recreation 

facilities; community and social facilities; cultural facilities, 

including public art; emergency services; green 

infrastructure; open space; affordable housing; live/work 

units and lifetime homes; broadband; and facilities for 

specific sections of the community such as youth or the 

elderly.  

Suggested amendment accepted 
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Appendix 2c – Consultation Survey and Feedback Form 
A full pdf version of the Consultation Survey & Feedback Form can be viewed by clicking the hyperlink 

 

REGULATION 14 CONSULTATION: SURVEY 
 

PLEASE COMPLETE AND RETURN THE SURVEY TO US BY 12th November 2022 
 

The draft Little Baddow Neighbourhood Plan has been informed by and responds to comments made during earlier consultation events.  We are now seeking your views on 

the draft Plan for the formal Regulation 14 Consultation.  All feedback will be reviewed when preparing the final version of the Plan. 

 

Before you complete this survey, please familiarise yourself with the draft Plan.   

 

You can view the documents and provide feedback as follows: 

• On our website at  www.littlebaddowplan.org.uk, or 

• In person at one of our drop-in sessions at the Memorial Hall on the following dates: 

o Saturday 8th October 10:00 am – 1:00 pm 

o Tuesday 18th October 7:00 pm – 9:00pm 

o Saturday 5th November 10:00 – 1:00 pm, or 

• In person at the Memorial Hall when the Parish Office is open – please contact the Parish Clerk on 07376 030712 for opening times.   

To complete and return the survey form you can either: 

• Return it to us by post at: 
Little Baddow Neighbourhood Plan 

The Memorial Hall 

North Hill 

Little Baddow 

Chelmsford CM3 4TA 

(Printed forms are available at drop-in sessions, or you can download and print a pdf of this form from our website) 

• Complete an online version at www.littlebaddowplan.org.uk/test-response-form 

• By email – provide your feedback in an email (you must include the mandatory information), or scan and attach the form and send to info@littlebaddowplan.org.uk 
 

https://cdn.website-editor.net/s/ba29ed73758042188c2ba8a80c8b87d9/files/uploaded/Reg%252014%2520feedback%2520form%2520FINAL.pdf
http://www.littlebaddowplan.org.uk/
http://www.littlebaddowplan.org.uk/test-response-form
mailto:info@littlebaddowplan.org.uk
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When completing the survey please note that some fields marked with an * are required.   

All personal data will be held securely and only used in connection with preparation of the Neighbourhood Plan.  At the end of this survey form and before the data is 

collected you will be able to direct precisely how it will be used. 

Please note that fields marked with a [*] are required.   

All personal data will be held securely and only used in connection with preparation of the Neighbourhood Plan.  At the end of this survey and before the data is collected 

you will be able to direct precisely how it will be used. 

 

PART 1: YOUR DETAILS 
Please tell us about yourself and your connection with Little Baddow.   
 

Name [*]  

Organisation  

Address [*]  

Email address [*]  

Post Code [*]  

 

Are you (please tick all that apply) [*] 

A resident of Little Baddow [*] □ Yes   □ No  

An employee in Little Baddow [*] □ Yes   □ No 

Other (please describe your interest)  

 

How old are you (please only tick one) [*] 

Under 18 18 - 25 26 - 35 36 - 45 46 - 55 56 - 65 Over 65 

Would 

rather not 

say 
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PART 2: COMMENTS 
 

The draft Neighbourhood Plan includes a series of proposed policies that will help shape future change and development in Little Baddow.  These are highlighted in red 

boxes throughout the Plan and prefixed with the words ‘POLICY LBNP’. 

 

The draft Neighbourhood Plan also includes a series of wider suggested projects and ideas for change in Little Baddow.  They are highlighted in blue coloured boxes and 

prefixed with the words ‘COMMUNITY PROJECT’. 

 

Please use the tables overleaf to provide your comments on this draft version of the Neighbourhood Plan. 

Your comments will be read and considered carefully and may result in modifications to the draft Neighbourhood Plan before it is submitted to Chelmsford City Council for 

independent examination. 

 

PROPOSED POLICIES 
 

Please circle the number which most closely reflects your views: 

1: strongly agree   2: agree   3: neither agree nor disagree   4: disagree   5: strongly disagree 

 

Policy 

Reference 
Proposed Policies – Character and Design 

Please circle one 

number per row 

LBNP 01 High Quality, Contextual Design 1 2 3 4 5 

Policy 

Reference 
Proposed Policies – Landscape and Environment 

Please circle one 

number per row 

LBNP 02 Natural Environment 1 2 3 4 5 

LBNP 03a Local Green Spaces - Aldermanburgh  1 2 3 4 5 

LBNP 03b Local Green Spaces – Cock Green 1 2 3 4 5 

LBNP 03c Local Green Spaces – Jubilee seat area 1 2 3 4 5 

LBNP 03d Local Green Spaces - Millennium bench area 1 2 3 4 5 
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LBNP 04 Car parking at Paper Mill Lock 1 2 3 4 5 

Policy 

Reference 
Proposed Policies – Living and Working in Little Baddow 

Please circle one 

number per row 

LBNP 05 Development of one and two-bedroom properties 1 2 3 4 5 

LBNP 06 Off-road Parking Standards 1 2 3 4 5 

LBNP 07 Community Facilities 1 2 3 4 5 

LBNP 08 Communication Technology 1 2 3 4 5 

Policy 

Reference 
Proposed Policies – Moving Around 

Please circle one 

number per row 

LBNP 09 Paper Mill Lock Bridge 1 2 3 4 5 

Policy 

Reference 
Proposed Policies – Heritage Assets 

Please circle one 

number per row 

LBNP 10 Protection of designated heritage assets 1 2 3 4 5 

LBNP 11 Protected Lanes 1 2 3 4 5 

 

OTHER COMMENTS 
 

If you have any comments or suggested modifications please add them here, stating the section of the draft Plan to which you consider they refer: 

 

Section of Plan / Policy 

Reference 
Comment 

Please continue on a separate sheet if necessary



Appendix 2d–List of statutory organisations consulted – (Regulation 14) 
 

Principal Planning Officer (Spatial Planning) Essex County Council 

Planning Policy Team Maldon District Council 

Planning Policy Team Braintree District Council 

Springfield Parish Council 

Clerk Danbury Parish Council 

Clerk Boreham Parish Council 

Parish Clerk Sandon Parish Council 

Clerk Langford and Ulting Parish Council 

Parish Clerk Woodham Walter Parish Council 

Hatfield Peverel Parish Council 

Deputy Head of Planning and Local Authority Liaison  
The Coal Authority 

Homes England 

Consultations Team Natural England 

Planning Liaison Officer Environment Agency 

Historic Places Advisor Historic England 

Network Rail 

Planning Manager Highways England 

Marine Planner Marine Management Organisation (MMO)  
HM Government 

Mid Essex CCG 

Estates Manager NHS England, East 

NHS Improvement Team 

Director of Estates for CCGs in Mid & South Essex  
NHS Mid and South Essex Sustainability and  
Transformation Partnership 

Head of Estates NHS England East 

North Essex Partnership NHS Foundation Trust 

Senior Programme Lead East of England  
Ambulance Service NHS Trust 

Anglian Water Services Ltd 

Planning Liaison Manager (East) Anglian Water 

Planning Advisor Anglian Water 

E.ON UK Plc 

Telecom Plus PLC 

Total Gas and Power Ltd 

Account Executive Corona Energy Retail 4 Ltd 

Crown Energy Ltd 

Civils Manager Colt Technology Services 

Sky Telecommunication Services Ltd 

Data Energy Management Services Ltd 

Vitol Gas Ltd 

Plant Enquiry Team Manager Virgin Media Services 

SP PowerSystems 

Network Management Administration SSE Pipelines Ltd 

Alterations Manager BT Openreach, Southend ATE 

The Manager BT National Notice Handling Centre 

Senior Coordinator Communications Atkins Telecom 

Virgin Media 

Scottish & Southern Energy Pipelines 

Mobile Broadband Network Limited 
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National Grid UK 

UK Power Networks 

EMF Enquiries Vodafone and O2 

Corporate and Financial Affairs Department EE 

Three 

Accord Energy Limited 

Opus Energy Ltd 

Southern Electric 

EDF Energy 

Neos Networks 

ENI UK Ltd 

Centrica Barry/ Generation/ KL/ PB/ RPS LTD 

Coryton Energy Company Ltd/ Rocksavage  
Power Company Ltd Intergen 
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Appendix 2e– List of community organisations consulted (Regulation 14) 

Chairman Chelmsford Mencap 

Essex Waterways Ltd 

Chairman Boreham Conservation Society 

Chief Executive Officer Essex Association of Local Councils 

Help The Aged 

PA Farleigh Hospice 

Diocese of Chelmsford 

Elim Christian Centre 

Danbury Mission 

Chelmer & Blackwater Navigation Co Ltd 

Home Builders Federation 

Moat Housing Group 

Secretary The Inland Waterways Association (Chelmsford Branch) 

Royal Society For Protection of Birds 

Director The Wilderness Foundation UK 

Essex Herts Air Ambulance Trust 

Chelmsford CVS 

Chelmsford Biodiversity Forum 

RSPCA 

Rural Community Council of Essex 

Community Engagement Manager RCCE 

Coordinator Heart of Essex Local Enterprise Partnership 

Planning Manager Sport England 

Landscape Conservation Planning Coordinator Essex Wildlife Trust 

Conservation Officer Essex Wildlife Trust 

Essex Wildlife Trust 

Essex Biodiversity Project 

Energy Environment and Sustainability Group 

Director Christian Growth Centre Chelmsford 

Chelmsford Community Transport 

YMCA 

The National Cycling Charity - CTC 

Chelmsford Cycle Action Group 

Age UK Essex 

Trustee Campaign to Protect Rural Essex 

Campaigner-Ancient Woodland Woodland Trust 

Chairman Danbury Society 

Little Baddow Conservation Society 

Coordinator Danbury Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group 

Essex Area Footpath Secretary Ramblers Essex Area 

Forward Planning Manager - South East Education & Skills Funding 
Agency 

Vice Chairman The Essex Badger Protection Group 

The Landscape Conservation Trust 

Area Head of Business Development (South) The Land Trust 

Essex County Fire and Rescue Service 

Department for Transport (DfT) 

The Theatres Trust 

Head of Strategy, Risk and Business Management Civil Aviation 
Authority 

Forestry Commission England 

Office of Rail Regulation 
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South East LEP 

Managing Director Abellio Greater Anglia 

First Essex Buses Ltd 

Confederation of Passenger Transport UK (Hedingham/Chambers) 

Arriva The Shires and Essex 

Stephenson's of Essex Ltd 

NIBS Buses 

Health and Safety Executive 

Strategic Designing Out Crime Officer Essex Police 

Communications Lead Transport East 

Strategic Director Transport East 

Defence Infrastructure Organisation (DIO) 

H M Prison Service 

 


